Representor 1710 - Mr Paul Arnott

Open Letter To East Devon District Council regarding the New Local
Plan for the town of Axminster.
December 2011

Dear Sirs,
Confused Planning Proposals continue at Knowle.
The release of the proposed final draft of the Development Plan for
Axminster on the 1st of December has clarified and confirmed the
confused and illogical approach of EDDC.
The positive element is that the Council have now recognised and
acknowledged the need for a relief road between the Chard and Lyme
roads to take the heavy traffic out of the Town centre. However, in an
extraordinary move of illogical confusion EDDC planners have
contrived to do everything possible to ensure that the relief road is
delayed and have encouraged other building development which will
aggravate the traffic problems further.
In simple terms, EDDC seem determined to build on a piece of land at
Cloakham ,currently unallocated for building ,outside the current built up
area of the Town and regarded as an area of important community and
environmental value. They seem determined to ignore their own
consultation conclusions of a year ago which read “ The allocation of
housing land at Cloakham Lawns was not supported by the public, and
the granting of planning permission for the scheme was heavily
criticised”.
The Cloakham site application was turned down by Axminster Town
Council more than a year because of the fear of even greater traffic
problems and degeneration of the environment . Such concerns have
been echoed by EDDC planners themselves in the latest plan document of
which states that “ any greenfield development around the Town would
be likely to have poor impacts on community and environmental grounds
with land to the north (Cloakham Lawns) faring particularly badly”.
The preferred development plan of the Town is on the East side of
Axminster and will incorporate the relief road within the mixed
residential and commercial development. Such plan will allow for easy
access onto the A35. The plan for the East is currently being fine-tuned
and the developers have confirmed their intention to formally submit it by
the late Spring of 2012.

One would have thought that EDDC would by now have identified what
the Town Council and Townspeople have been telling them but they
continue to show bias towards the Cloakham scheme by attaching
restrictions to the Town’s scheme on the East but not to their Cloakham
scheme. They have proposed that the East scheme cannot proceed until
there is an improved twice-hourly railway service to Exeter without any
logic or evidence that such restrictions should apply to the one scheme on
the East and not the other. Fortunately the railway improvements are
moving ahead so will not represent any delay to the plans for the East.
The Core Issue now to be addressed and amended in the plan proposals
is to support that element which is positive for Axminster and to axe that
part which is not. The sum total of both development options is over
1000 new homes, a growth of over 30% on the current number of houses
in the town. Such growth is clearly excessive in the short term demand
for housing, and so there is now a need to choose between the sites.
In this respect it is the site on the East of the Town which offers all the
benefits and should take priority, the site which will provide the catalyst
for the regeneration of the town centre. There will remain no logical
argument for any form of support for development on the Cloakham site
and it should be struck out of the Local Plan proposals .
There is no longer any place for confused and illogical thinking from
EDDC planners and we now need to see greater input from those
responsible for the Environment , Economy and Strategic Development
portfolios to have a concentrated effort to deliver the “Vision of
Axminster” which was proposed by the Town and accepted by EDDC
some years ago.

Paul Arnott
Save Our Parkland.
Axminster.

Representor 1725 - Mr D W Jenkins
Mr D W Jenkins
1, Dommett Close
Axminster
Devon
EX13 5DG
10th January 2012

The release of the proposed final draft of the Development Plan for Axminster on the 1st of
December has clarified and confirmed the confused and illogical approach of EDDC.
The positive element is that the Council have now recognised and acknowledged the need for a
relief road between the Chard and Lyme roads to take the heavy traffic out of the Town centre.
However, in an extraordinary move of illogical confusion EDDC planners have contrived to do
everything possible to ensure that the relief road is delayed and have encouraged other building
development which will aggravate the traffic problems further.
In simple terms, EDDC seem determined to build on a piece of land at Cloakham ,currently
unallocated for building ,outside the current built up area of the Town and regarded as an area of
important community and environmental value. They seem determined to ignore their own
consultation conclusions of a year ago which read “ The allocation of housing land at Cloakham
Lawns was not supported by the public, and the granting of planning permission for the scheme was
heavily criticised”. The Cloakham site application was turned down by Axminster Town Council
more than a year ago because of the fear of even greater traffic problems and degeneration of the
environment . Such concerns have been echoed by EDDC planners themselves in the latest plan
document of which states that “ any greenfield development around the Town would be likely to
have poor impacts on community and environmental grounds with land to the north (Cloakham
Lawns) faring particularly badly”.
The preferred development plan of the Town is on the East side of Axminster and will incorporate
the relief road within the mixed residential and commercial development. Such plan will allow for
easy access onto the A35. The plan for the East is currently being fine-tuned and the developers
have confirmed their intention to formally submit it by the late Spring of 2012.
One would have thought that EDDC would by now have identified what the Town Council and
Townspeople have been telling them but they continue to show bias towards the Cloakham scheme
by attaching restrictions to the Town’s scheme on the East but not to their Cloakham scheme. They
have proposed that the East scheme cannot proceed until there is an improved twice-hourly railway
service to Exeter without any logic or evidence that such restrictions should apply to the one
scheme on the East and not the other. Fortunately the railway improvements are moving ahead so
will not represent any delay to the plans for the East.
The Core Issue now to be addressed and amended in the plan proposals is to support that element
which is positive for Axminster and to axe that part which is not. The sum total of both
development options is over 1000 new homes, a growth of over 30% on the current number of
houses in the town. Such growth is clearly excessive in the short term demand for housing, and so
there is now a need to choose between the sites. In this respect it is the site on the East of the Town
which offers all the benefits and should take priority, the site which will provide the catalyst for the

regeneration of the town centre. There will remain no logical argument for any form of support for
development on the Cloakham site and it should be struck out of the Local Plan proposals.
There is no longer any place for confused and illogical thinking from EDDC planners and we now
need to see greater input from those responsible for the Environment , Economy and Strategic
Development portfolios to have a concentrated effort to deliver the “Vision of Axminster” which
was proposed by the Town and accepted by EDDC some years ago.
Yours Sincerely

Derek Jenkins
Tel: 0129735126

Representor 1743 - Y Salmon

Planning Policy Section,
East Devon District Council,
Knowle,
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL

7 Oak Close
Ottery St Mary
Devon
EX11 1BB
26/1/2012

Dear Sir
Consultation on the emerging new East Devon Local plan 2006 to 2026
I write with regard to the above paper and trust that you will consider my
comments as part of your consultation process. I write this further to my letter
of 14/10/2010 reference 1743 and with increased concerns in the light of the
Governments’ proposed National Planning Policy Framework.
I was saddened to learn that the level of growth planned by EDDC was twice
that planned nationally by the Government and twice the previous level in
East Devon.
I have been dismayed by the way in which the Ottery St Mary councillors’
views, and therefore Ottery residents’ views, have been brushed aside in this
process already and I hope that this consultation process has a positive
outcome for Ottery and East Devon which truly reflects the residents’ views.
Ottery St Mary
Local Councillors here have already expressed their concerns for our town
and local area and as a resident of Ottery St Mary I write with my comments
on the section on the future of Ottery St Mary.
1. New Homes - an additional 400 new homes to be provided on sites,
including 350 homes as part of a strategic allocation for mixed uses
(residential and education) to allow for expansion or redevelopment of the
King’s School.
In my view this number of houses for a town the size of Ottery is
unacceptable. The justification appeared to be that Ottery is close to the ‘West
End’ of East Devon, a fact which I refute. Our town council proposed last year
that the maximum number of new houses should be 300 to the west of the
town. In my view this is far too many as the go-ahead for this number of
homes would see increased pressure on all the local facilities – schools,
roads, health facilities and so on. EDDC figure would put even more of a
strain on local services. I am aware of at least four developers who are
interested in building in Ottery, on all sides of the town, not just the west. The
sites they propose to build upon are green field sites on the outskirts of the

town meaning amenity land is taken away from the public, habitats will be
destroyed and agricultural land – much needed for local food – is lost forever.
Our local services such as the sewage works are at over-capacity already;
something we are all too aware of in Oak Close. Increased building covers
land which soaks up flood waters leading to an increased risk of flooding;
something I have already witnessed at first-hand elsewhere.
I therefore ask that you substantially reduce the number of proposed houses.
New homes should be built on brown field sites where possible and windfall
sites should be included in your figures. The most obvious site in Ottery would
be on part of the Cutler-Hammer site, but the previous proposals for this site
were over-bearing in my opinion and unsuitable for this location. Any
development should be sensitive to its surroundings.
Any houses built should meet the highest eco. standards, be affordable and
suitable for local people. In addition a few top-end homes could bring more
prosperity to the town and help local restaurants and businesses regenerate.

2. Jobs - provision of up to 3 hectares of additional employment land.
Modest employment growth is proposed, primarily to support locally
generated needs with a focus on town centre regeneration and enhancing
the retail and commercial vitality of the town, whilst conserving and
enhancing the fine built heritage of Ottery St Mary.
Once again Ottery appears to have suffered in this respect in relation to other
towns. I believe the EDDC consultants recommended an additional 0.67ha of
employment land, but the Local Plan proposes an extra 3 ha on top of the 4
ha currently earmarked. Again this additional employment land appears to be
proposed on green field sites, but I believe the Cutler-Hammer site should
partially be used for employment. We already have Finnimore Industrial site.
Although this provides good services and local employment it is in my opinion
an eyesore at the entrance to the town.
I wonder what employment you hope to attract? Ottery doesn’t need out of
town retail sites, but does need local sustainable employment, including
agriculture.
Your plan proposes ‘a focus on town centre regeneration and enhancing the
retail and commercial vitality of the town, whilst conserving and enhancing the
fine built heritage of Ottery St Mary.’
It seems a little late to propose this as the imposition of a large supermarket in
the centre of town has meant local businesses are already suffering and are
now talking of closing (some of which have already done so since the
supermarket opened). It is particularly important to include local employment
in local shops; a situation which I believe will not occur due to a large
supermarket in town.
The fine built heritage has also been spoilt with the character of the town
being changed irreparably.

I would be grateful if you could consider ensuring homes receive high speed
broadband to allow home working and reduce travel to out of town jobs.

3. Town Centre - enhancement of the environment and the promotion of
business opportunities.
This has already been spoilt with Sainsbury’s arrival. In my opinion the town
centre appears to be on a downward spiral. I would be very interested to
learn which business opportunities you intend to promote. A range of small
business units on the factory site would be an interesting addition to the town
providing sustainable work areas within the town. As this area is capable of
producing hydro-electric power I urge you to consider this as a proposal.
4. Social and Community Facilities - new and enhanced community
facilities to serve the town, to include new library provision;
These would be welcomed I am sure. It would be good to have a much
needed Swimming pool – as in Sidmouth, Exmouth and Honiton. I would like
to see natural green spaces preserved.
5. Infrastructure - better management of road space in the town centre to
alleviate congestion.
Once again this is an aim which has been confounded by EDDC decision to
allow a supermarket right in the centre of the town. Traffic congestion has
already increased; twice recently traffic has been queuing on the road trying to
park – as predicted.
Transport links expanding high quality West End public transport to Ottery
St. Mary.
The EDDC justification for 400 new homes is apparently based on another
factor which appears misguided. It was proposed that Ottery would benefit
from a high quality public transport system linking Cranbrook with Exeter in
the form of a tram. Although promised previously it appears this is not now
going to materialise and it will only mean an enhanced bus service for 2 years.
Traffic congestion will be the inevitable result if 400 new homes are built.
The cycleway between Feniton and Tipton which has been required for years
appears to be missing from the new Local plan; this should be reinstated as a
green route for East Devon which I am sure would be well used by locals and
tourists alike.
.
Ottery has a thriving community which I would like to see prosper, with
consideration to environmental issues, in the future. However you can have
too much of everything – 400+houses and employment units on a large scale
will be overbearing for such a small town and I ask you to reconsider your
plans. Once again I look forward to a bright future in beautiful rural East
Devon, not one ruined by urban sprawl.
Yours faithfully
Y Salmon

Representor 1795 - Mr Philip Wragg
Consultation on East Devon Local Plan 2006 to 2026 - Ref -1795
Response from Philip Wragg, Chartered Surveyor
31st January 2012
As a Sidmouth resident I focus my comments on your proposals for Sidmouth and in
particular your suggested policies for new Employment/ commercial development.
In this respect, I note from your comments and proposals for Sidmouth that Draft Strategy
21 - (Page 104) - (2) Jobs - proposes - 'the provision of up to 5 hectares of employment
land with a particular emphasis on BI (Office) space' ....
Your proposal for 5 new hectares of B1 Employment land is massive for a small town and
lacks any rational evidence base in terms of need or demand. It is an unsustainable
location - lacking a railway station and with a limited road network. It would also result in a
fundamental change to the character of the town which will undermine its current
economic success. In this, I support the consultation feedback which indicated minimal
support for larger scale growth in Sidmouth. (Rejected Options for Sidmouth (14.6) 1.
'Larger scale development.)
I have carefully considered your evidence base: the Roger Tym/ Vickery Holman report
and comment as follows:
• The Vickery Holman/Roger Tym analysis identifies that Sidmouth has a localised office
B1 market which will be satisfactory for its local needs subject to some improvements in
the stock. You will also be aware that the planned new developments in the West End
of the District (around the airport) will exceed the forecast demand for space of the East
Devon District by a factor of almost 10 times. This indicates that the District's B1 office
demand will be more than satisfied by these other developments in the West End and so
development of 5 ha in Sidmouth is unnecessary. (I provide extracts from the CoStar
database which identifies 135 office sites available of a variety of sizes indicating good
availability of commercial B1 office space in Exeter within easy reach of Sidmouth.)
• Specific arguments against large scale development in Sidmouth and taken from your
own evidence base include:
- (2.12) - page 8 - 23% of working residents in East Devon classify themselves as
homeworkers,
- (2.14) - page 8 - the highest concentration of homeworkers are concentrated around
the coastal areas of Sidmouth ...'
- (2.15) - Page 8 - East Devon has a (relatively high) dependence of tourism which
(2.24 (Page 11) is 'a higher share than in all comparator areas'.
- (2.50) - page 23 - 'with the growth being planned in the West End of the (East Devon)
district and the short distance to Exeter it may be not be unsustainable for residents to
continue commuting out of the district to take up jobs in Exeter
- (2.22) - Page 10 - East Devon has nine percentage points fewer B-space jobs than is
typically found across Great Britain,
- (3.26) - Page 30 - The office market across East End is limited. Demand for space is
generally from local professional firms,
- (3.21) - Page 31 - Honiton is the most sustainable location for future development in
the East End (of the District).
- Table 3.8 - Page 38 - Summary of Priorities by Sub Area - Sidmouth - Replace existing
poor stock, occupier expansion land, potential for small hybrid industrial/ hybrid
scheme, work hub to encourage entrepreneurs,

- (5.20) - Page 53 - Based on employment projections alone, B1 (office) floorspace
requirements (for the East Devon District) increase by 76,300 sq m between 2011 and
2031,
- Table 7.9 - Page 81- West End Site Appraisals - Page 81 - the total Potential
accommodation is 635,718 sq metres.
• Your proposal of new Sidmouth developments of 5 Hectares of Employment Land with a
particular emphasis of B1 Office space implies an even denser development than your
previous draft Local Plan for simply Employment/ Industrial warehouse space. Assuming
surface car parking with no decks and a normal infrastructure requirement for a
greenfield site this equates to a new development 22,000 sq metres or 240,000 sq ft of
Office space. With a normal ratio of 100 sq ft per member of staff this equates to office
accommodation for 2,400 office workers which may suit a capital city or major
metropolitan city. It is totally out of place and inappropriate in Sidmouth with no clear
demand and its unsustainable location given that it has no railway station and limited
road network. The fundamental change to the character of Sidmouth that would result
with a degradation of environmental quality is highly likely to undermine the very reasons
for Sidmouthʼs existing economic success.
• East Devon District Council's own offices at the Knowle (4,872 sq metres (52,442 sq ft) Valuation Office) are about to be converted to residential use following the Councilʼs
recent announcement of its intention to move to a new location in Honiton which it
regards as a more sustainable location. Presumably the new proposed residential use is
because there is no demand for offices of this size in Sidmouth. If the reality of the
market from the District Council's own direct experiences is that there is no demand for
offices in Sidmouth and that Honition is a more sustainable location, there is little
justifcication for a new development of 22,000 square metres of offices in Sidmouth nearly 5 times the size of the existing Knowle offices.
Finally, I attach my previous representation ins respect of your previous draft strategy
dated 30th November, 2010, as many of these arguments still apply to this new proposed
office development.
Accordingly, please can you pass our views on to the Planning Inspector when he
considers your proposals and invite him to delete from the Local Development Framework
'Draft Strategy 21'.
Thank you for your assistance.
Yours faithfully,

Philip Wragg MA(Cantab), FRICS, IRRV,
Isabelle Wragg BA(Hons), MSc, FRICS, MCIArb
Chartered Surveyors,
32 Lymebourne Avenue,
Sidmouth, EX10 9EU.
Tel 01395 577 434.

Representor 1870 - Bell Cornwell on behalf of Mr C Shapland

REPRESENTATIONS ON EAST
DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL'S
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1

POLICY

1.1

In the preparation of this document we have paid particular attention to the
content of PPS 12 Local Spatial Planning and new and emerging legislation
including the Draft National Planning Policy Framework and the Decentralisation
and Localism Act.

Land at Pinhoe
6162

1

2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Herridge Property Consulting Limited submitted representations on East Devon
District Council’s Local Development Framework Core Strategy Full Consultation
Document in late 2010 on this land comprising 2.18 Ha (5.39 acres) between the
B3181 and M5 motorway at Westclyst, near Pinhoe (please see map attached as
Appendix 1) before we made comments on two other matters to do with the land
during the same consultation stage. Now on behalf of our client, Mr C Shapland
FRICS, we make representations to East Devon District Council’s New Local Plan
2006 to 2026 Consultation Draft Plan (Dec 2011).

2.2

The land is vacant and was identified in East Devon’s 2009 and 2010 SHLAAS as
being suitable, available and achievable for residential development of around 50
dwellings. Background reports, including a noise study (attached as Appendix 2),
commissioned by our client reinforce the development potential of it.

2.3

It lies in the "West End" which has been identified by the Council as an area where
growth to serve the sub region should occur very much in line with best planning
practice of focusing development around existing urban areas where the vast
majority of physical, social and community, transport and green infrastructure
exists.

2.4

In general, there are many aspects of the Local Plan which are reasonable and
which should be supported, however, the document does raise a number of issues
of concern. We highlight our client’s views on all of these issues commenting to this
effect herein. At all times what we say has to be read in conjunction with
our observations on Draft Strategy DS9 Development at Cranbrook.

Land at Pinhoe
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3

EAST DEVON'S VISION
SECTION 3 VISION FOR EAST DEVON TO 2031

3.1

Paragraph 3.1 of the Draft Core Strategy set out the vision for East Devon: “The
Local Plan will help shape East Devon in the years ahead. As a starting point to
help us tackle the challenges we face over the next 20 years, we have created a
Vision statement to sum up our aims. The vision is aspirational but also it is rooted
in realism….allocations for housing and workspace will be sited in the best places…
[and therefore] East Devon will… encourage[e] significant growth within the West
End of the District.”
OBSERVATIONS ON SECTION 3 VISION FOR EAST DEVON TO 2031

3.2

Our client welcomes the overall tone of the vision an essential part of which is to
“encourag[e] significant growth within the West End of the District” which is where
our client's land is located.

Land at Pinhoe
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4

KEY ISSUES
KEY ISSUES AND OBJECTIVES

4.1

Section 4 is about the key issues and objectives that East Devon's Local Plan
should address. Paragraph 4.1 states:
"There are many positive things about East Devon. We have listed some of these
below under thematic headings:
1. Jobs and Economic Growth - East Devon is an attractive environment for
enterprise witnessed particularly by the number of thriving businesses. We have
a vibrant tourism industry and some high quality jobs particularly in the
Western part of the District with good access to the Exeter work market too. As
a District we have low unemployment rates.
2. Housing - East Devon boats extremely attractive towns and villages with good
quality housing including many fine period properties.
3. Balanced Communities - East Devon healthy living environment and healthy
population. Facilities in the District's towns (and larger villages) are good and
crime levels are low. We have good schools and friendly people.
4. Transport - East Devon has an extensive road network and our towns have
reasonable good public transport. We have two main line rail links, with trains
giving direct access to London. We have a vast network of footpaths and a
growing cycle route network. Congestion and traffic jams are rare in East Devon
except for some roads into Exeter or on the edges of the City.
5. Carbon Emissions and Climate Change - East Devon offers a wide ranging
potential for renewable energy generation. There are current proposals for a
flagship combined heat and power plant to serve Cranbrook and other eco
friendly initiatives in the District.
6. Biodiversity - East Devon has a rich and varied range of species and habitats
many nationally and internationally important wildlife sites and significant
opportunities for people to enjoy the natural world.
7. Green Infrastructure and Recreation - the green spaces of East Devon's
countryside and its extensive coastline ensure that we have an abundance of
open and informal recreation space.

Land at Pinhoe
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8. Landscape, AONBs and the Coastal Zone - East Devon has landscapes of
stunning quality, our largely undeveloped coastline forms a part of England's
only World Heritage site designated for geological reasons. We have two AONBs
which together cover two thirds of the District.
9. Built Heritage - East Devon is rich in built heritage. It has high quality, beautiful
villages and towns, and many listed buildings, displaying the wide range of local
building materials."
OBSERVATIONS ON KEY ISSUES AND OBJECTIVES
4.2

We are taking "key" to mean "something that is crucial", "issue" to mean "an
important subject requiring a decision", and "objective" to mean "goal". It seems
fair to assume therefore that East Devon's list of "Key Issues and Objectives"
should be a list of crucial subjects requiring an action or actions which should be
described and which should feed into goals that the Council wants to achieve.

4.3

If we are right in our assumptions about what the Council means an example might
be: housing is crucial; the type of housing required needs to be decided; the
analysis shows that affordable housing is required; the Council aims to set out its
policy to deliver affordable housing. Boiled down, affordability of housing is a key
issue and the Council aims to provide more of it via its policy.

4.4

But Paragraph 4.1 bears no resemblance to the vision at Section 3 and neither
attempts to list key issues nor objectives linked to key issues. Instead it lists
positive things about East Devon under headings.

4.5

Moreover, it bears no resemblance to the Council's Core Strategy Full Consultation
Document of August 2010 which gives over eight detailed pages to identifying key
issues (instead of the one page given over in this most recent document.) The
Council said then that it had been gathering evidence over a number of years
which in turn had identified key issues and it is difficult to accept that these issues
have now either disappeared or have been dealt with.

4.6

Local Plans should identify key issues and address them and in our view the
Council is ducking the key issues that it should be addressing in its Local Plan
which, simply put, include:

Land at Pinhoe
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•

Driving development close to existing urban areas where physical, social and
community infrastructure exists and where the vast majority of investment in
such and new green infrastructure in the plan period will take place all in line
with the Devon Structure Plan, the Council's own evidence, and best planning
practice; and,

•
4.7

a lack of affordable housing provision and delivery.

The Local Plan does not list key issues and it should. Consequently, the policy is
not properly geared to deal with them.

Land at Pinhoe
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5

SPATIAL STRATEGY
SECTION 6 SPATIAL STRATEGY GENERAL

5.1

According to the Local Plan the feedback and evidence that the Council received as
a result of the previous Issues and Options Consultation highlighted that "having
most development in existing urban areas" was preferred.

5.2

Furthermore, the Council's sustainability appraisal and evidence tells it that:
•

"Development should be focused on areas that have the greatest amount of
services, employment and public transport...

•

The Devon Structure Plan sets out policy for an urban focused approach to
development."

OBSERVATIONS ON SECTION 6 SPATIAL STRATEGY GENERAL
5.3

In line with the foregoing our client believes that most development should be
steered to areas like Pinhoe where the greatest amount of services, employment
and public transport exist (and where by far the greatest amount of new
infrastructure and investment in the plan period will go) and which, if properly
planned for, would deliver housing and jobs to help sustain and enhance the
economy of the subregion.
DRAFT STRATEGY 1 OVERALL SPATIAL STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT IN
EAST DEVON

5.4

This strategy outlines that the District will have to plan for about 15,000 homes
and about 180 Ha of employment land.
OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 1 OVERALL SPATIAL STRATEGY FOR
DEVELOPMENT IN EAST DEVON

5.5

EDDC (and its LDF Panel) has already accepted that the analysis behind the south
west’s Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) is robust. The RSS said that 17,100 new
dwellings should be accommodated in East Devon. In spite of this the Council has
decided to consult on only 15,000 dwellings. Based on the evidence behind the
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RSS, our client believes that more housing should be allocated in the District and
for reasons stated herein that means more should go in the "West End" of it.
DRAFT STRATEGY 2 SCALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEVELOPMENT IN EAST
DEVON
5.6

The approach would involve East Devon's West End accommodating about 50% of
the houses and about 50% of the employment land required, the towns of East
Devon accommodating about 40% of the houses and about 40% of the
employment land required with the remainder to be accommodated in the rest of
the District.
OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 2 SCALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
DEVELOPMENT IN EAST DEVON

5.7

Notwithstanding that the Council heavily caveats its own figures, for Pinhoe, the
table forming Draft Strategy 2 tells us that: 450 dwellings have made significant
progress through planning; and, that 350 more are to make up the remainder of a
strategic allocation in the area.

5.8

We reemphasise here that our client believes that most development should be
steered close to existing urban areas like Exeter where the "greatest amount of
services, employment and public transport" exist and which, if properly planned
for, would deliver "affordable housing”.

5.9

Pinhoe is close to Exeter, and more land should be identified for development in
this area. In order to achieve the additional growth, which should be shown in the
Local Plan, our client is of a view that their land should be allocated because it is
suitable for housing development and where there are constraints these can be
overcome. (East Devon's SHLAA identified the land as being suitable, available and
achievable for residential development of around 50 dwellings. Background work,
including a noise study (which said that all of the site would fall within NEC B,
which is considered suitable for residential development, with appropriate
mitigation measures in place), and highways consultancy input (which confirmed
that access would be able to be delivered from the main road and using land within
our client's control) reinforce the development potential of it. Development of this
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land could help the delivery of required physical, social

and community

infrastructure via financial contributions as well as up to 50% affordable housing
which would be provided as part of the development.
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6

SECTION 7 DEVELOPMENT OF EAST DEVON'S WEST END
DRAFT STRATEGY 6 MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AT EAST DEVON'S WEST END
AND DRAFT STRATEGY 8 INTEGRATED TRANSPORT PROVISION
AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION AT EAST DEVON'S WEST
END

6.1

DS 6 says: “High quality development with associated infrastructure, built within a
high quality landscape setting, will be provided in East Devon's West End. The
overarching strategy for development will need to dovetail with the development
strategy for Exeter. High quality public transport services with improved highway
provision will be integral to the overall development. Within the West End of East
Devon the following schemes will be provided:
Cranbrook - Major new East Devon market town;
Pinhoe - Mixed use, residential led development;
North of Blackhorse/Redhayes – phased in the post 2021 stage in the plan making
process - residential led;
Skypark - Substantial high quality business park;
Exeter Science Park - Research/technology employment site;
Exeter International Airport - Provision to be made for airport-related employment
uses within operational site area.
Multi-modal Interchange - Facility for interchange of goods and distribution centre;
Exeter Airport Business Park - Middle range business park providing for medium to
smaller business uses.”

6.2

DS 8 says: “We will promote high quality, affordable and integrated transport
provision at East Devon's West End where, working with partner organisations, we
will secure a provision based on a hierarchy of;
1. Walking
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2. Cycling
3. Frequent and high quality Public Transport provision (given priority over other
road users)
4. Private motor vehicles.
Coordinated infrastructure provision will be required to cover:
1. Low carbon heat and power supply;
2. Waste disposal;
3. Highest quality data service infrastructure provision, especially broadband
connections;
4. Health and education provision.
Funding contributions will be sought from all developments in the West End to
secure implementation of integrated transport and infrastructure provision.”
OBSERVATIONS DRAFT STRATEGY 6 MAJOR DEVELOPMENT AT EAST
DEVON'S WEST END AND DRAFT STRATEGY 8 INTEGRATED
TRANSPORT PROVISION AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION AT
EAST DEVON'S WEST END
6.3

Our client endorses the gist of these draft strategies. They highlight that the
greatest amount of new infrastructure and investment in the plan period will go in
the area of which their land is part. So not only is their land in a location where the
greatest amount of services, employment and public transport currently exist it is
in a location where the greatest amount of new infrastructure and investment in
housing and employment land provision in the plan period will go which means that
it is sensible to allocate their land.
DRAFT STRATEGY 9 DEVELOPMENT AT CRANBROOK

6.4

This DS says: “Cranbrook will be developed as a modern market town to eco-town
standards. Mixed use development, to provide housing, (including affordable)
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social and community facilities, recreation and education facilities and jobs will
occur on a phased basis. The town will be built to distinctive high quality design
standards incorporating the best in environmentally friendly technology. Open
spaces and facilities will be readily accessible to all residents with an onus on
pedestrian and cycling access and high quality public transport.
Working with our partners we will promote Cranbrook, over the 2006 to 2026
period, to accommodate:
1. New Homes - 6,000 new homes - which will be required to be of the highest
standards in terms of energy efficiency, quality of design and access to services
and facilities. At peak build rates up to or over 500 new homes a year could be
built at Cranbrook.
2. Jobs - provision of 14 hectares of employment land to accommodate a range of
employment opportunities for residents of Cranbrook and surrounding areas.
Nearby West End employment sites will also provide jobs for Cranbrook residents
and some will travel to other locations for work purposes including Exeter City.
3. Town Centre - The town centre of Cranbrook will provide a focal point for retail
provision and this will be complemented by a series of smaller neighbourhood
centres.
4. Social and Community Facilities - Cranbrook will accommodate a full range of
social and community facilities to meet the needs of all age groups that will live at
the new town.
5. Infrastructure - will be provided to serve the new town to include a combined
heat and power station. It is proposed that land is allocated for the expansion of
Cranbrook to the East and West (North of the old A30 and South of the Exeter to
Waterloo railway line) of the existing planning application boundary as shown on
Map 3. In the longer term and beyond 2026 (and expected to be in the 2026 to
2031 period) Cranbrook is envisaged to develop in a South Westerly direction
(South of the A30) with provision for a further 1,500 homes. Proposals for the
development of Cranbrook will need to take into account this longer term
development aspiration.
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Planning permission for individual schemes will not be granted unless they are
compatible with a programme of works that will achieve the delivery of a coordinated package of integrated development in the West End. Delivery will be
secured through legal agreements which secure appropriate financial contributions
and land to ensure the timely implementation of the appropriate infrastructure
projects.”
OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 9 DEVELOPMENT AT CRANBROOK
6.5

Our client OBJECTS to Draft Strategy 9. (Please see our comments in relation to
Draft Strategies 1, 2, 6, and 8 above) It is considered that Draft Strategy 9 should
be revised to make reference to a reduced figure of 5,000 homes or lower, which
we consider to be a more appropriate level at that site.

6.6

The proposal that Cranbrook provides 6,000 new homes over the Plan period
means that 81% of the West End provision and 40% of the entire housing
provision for the District would be reliant on a single site being delivered in its
entirety. Our client considers that to rely on such an approach would be very high
risk and also result in an inflexible approach which would be incapable of adaption
to take account of changing circumstances in the future.

6.7

Furthermore, we feel that the current approach is also contrary to that required
under national planning policy. PPS3 states that the Government’s objective is to
‘ensure that the planning system delivers a flexible, responsive supply of land.’
(paragraph 53). PPS3 adds that once identified, the supply of land should be
managed so that there is a continuous five year supply of deliverable sites (i.e.
those which are available, suitable and achievable) (paragraph 57). The proposed
over-reliance on Cranbrook would not accord with any of these requirements.

6.8

The Draft Local Plan says (at paragraphs 6.7 to 6.11) that key objectives include
the delivery of an adequate level of new homes to meet anticipated demand and
that securing affordable housing will be a particularly important part of this. The
Local Plan also makes it clear that there is a need to generate new employment
and that this will be tied to the delivery of new housing. For the Local Plan to be
considered sound it must therefore make provision to ensure these objectives are
met.
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6.9

In our client's view, the current over-reliance on Cranbrook is very likely to lead to
a situation whereby the Council cannot meet these objectives. This would suggest
that the approach currently being proposed in the Local is incapable of being
judged as sound.

6.10 Our client recognises that Cranbrook is an important strategic site that it has been
the subject of considerable public sector investment to-date and that detailed
planning permission has recently been granted for the first phase of 1,120
dwellings. Nonetheless, there must remain very considerable doubt as to whether
delivery of the entire 6,000 houses can be guaranteed. This is an absolutely vital
consideration as it means that any substantial failure to deliver the 6,000 houses is
likely to fatally undermine not only the Council’s strategy for the West End but also
its approach for the entire District. In turn, this means that an under-delivery will
lead to the Council failing to meet its objectives to deliver the necessary levels of
housing growth, of affordable housing provision and also the delivery of new
employment. Our client considers that there are a range of reasons why the
Council cannot rely upon Cranbrook to deliver the 6,000 homes envisaged.
6.11 Firstly, delivery of this level of housing would require an extremely high level of
completions to take place. Although construction has recently begun at Cranbrook,
to-date no new housing has actually been completed and therefore no delivery has
taken place in the six years since the Plan period began in 2006. This means that
to meet the forecast, the 6,000 houses will need to be delivered over the
remainder of the Plan period. The Council’s own Annual Monitoring Report for 2011
indicates (paragraph 2.14) that only a total of 325 new homes are expected to
come forward in the five years between 2010 and 2015. As a result, this will
require 5,675 new homes to be built at Cranbrook for the remaining 11 years of
the Plan. This equates to a delivery rate of 516 dwellings per annum, an extremely
high level which our client considers is very unlikely to be achieved, particularly
given the complexities of the site, its various different ownerships and the current
and forecast economic climate.
6.12 Furthermore, the Cranbrook development as a whole would be delivered by a
number of different developers, each of whom can be expected to undertake
construction in a manner which ensures they maximise their return. Typically for
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large strategic developments, developers would avoid the delivery of large tranches
of housing at any one time in order to prevent an over-supply within the local
market which would result in their house sale prices being depressed. This is
particularly relevant in a relatively localised market such as the Exeter area, where
the market is constrained by its relatively modest size and also by the presence of
other residential schemes such as those within the eastern parts of Exeter, coming
forward. All these market considerations further suggests that the completion rate
at Cranbrook will be restrained and therefore unlikely to achieve the delivery rate
required to meet the 6,000 home requirement.
6.13 This assessment of likely delivery rates is supported by advice provided from a
number of sources. The Home Builder’s Federation (HBF) for example indicate that,
typically, each new site can be expected to sell about 25 units per year, on the
basis of one sale per fortnight (which is the national average at the moment). The
sales rate will dictate the build-out rate. This issue is clearly particularly relevant
given the current depressed economic environment. Even in the event of a highly
optimistic scenario, or a very unexpected upturn in the economy which led to the
HBF’s expected rate being trebled to 75 units per year, the delivery rate which
resulted would still far short of the level needed to secure delivery of the 6,000
homes over the Plan period. Advice provided by agents active in the Exeter and
East Devon area reinforces the view expressed by the HBF.
6.14 The reliance on such a high level of delivery from Cranbrook is in, our client’s
opinion, therefore not only an inflexible approach but one which will leave the
Council’s entire spatial strategy highly vulnerable in the event that delivery of
housing at Cranbrook is hindered for any reason. Furthermore, given the very high
delivery rate proposed, any under delivery which does arise in the early parts of
the Plan period will make the overall target harder to achieve by requiring a still
higher delivery rate over the later years.
6.15 The Cranbrook development has been designed on the basis of it being a self
contained new Devon town. As such, the provision of new housing is closely tied to
the provision of a considerable amount of new physical and social infrastructure.
Whilst it is apparent that the requirement for much of the new physical
infrastructure which is needed to facilitate Cranbrook (such a local highways
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improvements) has been addressed as part of the S106 Agreement for the initial
2,900 homes which have the benefit of outline planning permission, there is much
greater uncertainty regarding the ability of social infrastructure to be provided at
later stages. For example, there are currently no safeguards, for example within
either the existing S106 Agreement or the existing public sector financing
arrangements to ensure that adequate levels of affordable housing, or the delivery
of social infrastructure such as education, police, youth and certain health facilities
required for later stages of the Cranbrook scheme will be provided. Although some
provision has been made for these in relation to making the necessary land
available, there is no certainty that the necessary buildings needed for these uses
can be funded, either directly from development contributions or via public sector
subsidy. In the absence of these guarantees, there must be considerable doubt as
to whether the housing in isolation would be permitted to come forward. Securing
the delivery of infrastructure phasing over long periods and particularly in
circumstances where there are a large number of landowner interests is an
inherently complex issue and whilst such uncertainty exists, there must be doubt
as to both the deliverability and timing of the later phases of the Cranbrook
proposals.
6.16 Taking into account all these issues, our client considers that the current approach
proposed in the Local Plan is over-reliant on Cranbrook coming forward. Our client
would suggest that a more robust approach would be to reduce the proposed
allocation at Cranbrook to the level previously put forward by the Council (of 5,000
dwellings) or lower and that the balance of the homes should be provided by a
number of alternatives sites in appropriate locations predominantly in the West
End. Furthermore, we would suggest that the replacement provision be made
through the allocation of a number of more modestly sized sites. Such a revised
approach would help to ensure that there was a greater number of more easily
deliverable schemes available to meet the Council’s overall objectives.
6.17 In addition to the concerns outlined above, our client also considers that the
current approach is flawed in that it fails to make adequate provision for
alternatives sites to come forward in the event that Cranbrook is shown (as is
likely) to be under delivering and therefore that the Council will fail to meet its
housing target. This reinforces our client’s view that the current approach in the
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Local Plan is inflexible. Currently the Local Plan does not make provision for
alternative sites to come forward as a contingency. Given the risks associated with
the current over-reliance on Cranbrook, such provision is considered appropriate
and necessary and would be consistent with the PPS3 requirements (paragraphs 52
and 53) that housing supply be ‘flexible and responsive’ in order to meet the
requirement for ‘continuous delivery of housing for at least 15 years from the date
of adoption’.
6.18 It is also our client’s view that the failure to make adequate alternative provision in
the draft Local Plan potentially exposes the Council to having to accept speculative
housing schemes in the future, resulting of a failure to demonstrate an adequate
housing supply. This would clearly be contrary to the principles of good plan
making.
6.19 Finally, the need for the Council to ensure it has a robust and deliverable housing
supply is underscored by the extent of current housing under-supply in the District.
This was highlighted in the recent appeal West Hill appeal decision (Appeal
Reference APP/U1105/A/2155312) in which the level of housing supply was
considered at both the District-wide and West End levels.
6.20 At paragraph 16 of his decision letter, the Inspector noted that: ‘the district wide
supply [of housing] is 2.72 years. If the two components of the housing
requirement [i.e. the West End and Rest of District areas], the supply is 0.56 years
at the Exeter PUA (including Cranbrook)...” At paragraph 17, the Inspector
concludes: ‘In this case the district wide supply falls well below the 5 years
required by Planning Policy Statement 3...”
6.21 Given that there is already a very significant under supply in housing delivery in
the District, this makes the need to have a robust housing pipeline particularly
important.
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DRAFT STRATEGY 11 DEVELOPMENT OF AN URBAN EXTENSION AT PINHOE
6.22 Land at Pinhoe will be developed as a high quality mixed use urban extension to
Exeter. The development will provide housing and affordable housing, social and
community facilities, recreation and education facilities and new job provision. The
proposals will be built to distinctive high quality design standards incorporating the
best in environmentally friendly technology including the reduction of carbon
emissions through measures such as microgenerated technology and decentralised
energy systems. Open spaces and facilities will be readily accessible to all residents
with an onus on pedestrian and cycling access and high quality public transport.
Working with our partners we will promote North of Pinhoe, over the 2006 to 2026
period, to accommodate:
1. New Homes - 800 new homes - New housing development will be required to be
of the highest standards in terms of energy efficiency, quality of design and access
to services and facilities.
2. Jobs - provision of 3 hectares of employment land to accommodate a range of
employment opportunities for residents.
3. Neighbourhood Centre - A neighbourhood centre will provide a focal point for
services and community facilities.
4. Social and Community Facilities - a full range of social and community facilities
to meet the needs of all age groups that will live North of Blackhorse.
5. Infrastructure - will be provided to include a park and ride facility.
In addition to the land that currently has a resolution to grant planning permission
for 450 homes an additional site for 350 homes will be accommodated at Pinn
Court Farm on land that abuts the M5 motorway.”
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OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 11 DEVELOPMENT OF AN URBAN
EXTENSION AT PINHOE
6.23 Our client endorses the gist of this draft strategy and in particular the principle of
large scale development around Pinhoe but for reasons stated herein (including
that Cranbrook will not deliver 6,000 homes in then plan period and that
development should be forced into and around urban areas) more housing should
be allocated in this area; our client's land is suitable for residential development
and should be allocated.
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7

ENSURING WE HAVE THRIVING COMMUNITIES
DRAFT STRATEGY 25 PROMOTING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN URBAN EXTENSION AT PINHOE

7.1

This says: "Support will be provided for initiatives that promote enhanced
opportunities for access to further education, housing suitable for first time buyers
and training/apprenticeships posts for young people. Large scale development
proposals should incorporate measures to promote these outcomes/initiatives."
OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 25 PROMOTING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT OF AN URBAN EXTENSION
AT PINHOE

7.2

Again we fully endorse the thrust of this draft strategy but words are not enough;
delivery is the most important thing. In the first instance the support that the
Council says that it wants to provide has to be given by allocating enough land to
deliver the aspiration: more housing should be allocated in Pinhoe and more
housing should be built on our client’s land all of which in turn would lead to the
results that Draft Strategy 25 seeks.
DRAFT STRATEGY 29 DISTRICT WIDE AFFORDABLE HOUSING TARGETS

7.3

"Affordable housing will be required on all developments within East Devon where
there is a net gain of one dwelling. Within [certain areas] a minimum of 25% of the
dwellings shall be affordable unless viability evidence shows that a higher
percentage is achievable...For the purposes of this schedule: (1) ‘towns’ are
defined as the area within the Built-up Area Boundary and any abutting land; (2)
‘major’ is a proposal for 300 or more homes;...Outside of the areas listed in the
above table 50% of the dwellings shall be affordable, subject to viability
considerations. The affordable housing provision should seek to achieve a target of
70% social or affordable rent accommodation and 30% intermediate or other
affordable housing."
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OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 29 DISTRICT WIDE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING TARGETS
7.4

The Council says that its "top priority" is to deliver affordable housing given that it
has an acute affordable housing issue. At the previous Local Plan Inquiry the
Inspector accepted that, based on robust evidence, EDDC should deliver 40%
affordable housing. For various reasons the Council has not been remotely close to
attaining this figure.

7.5

Essentially, a key issue is the delivery of affordable housing this has to be a
strategic objective for the Local Plan to address. It does not do this in our view and
it should. Moreover, a scheme for at least 50 dwellings on our land would hit right
at the heart of this issue because, subject to viability considerations (as the policy
highlights), it would deliver up to 50% of the units as affordable dwellings.
DRAFT STRATEGY 30 LIFE TIME HOMES AND CARE/EXTRA CARE HOMES

7.6

“The preferred approach is that all affordable housing and 20% of market units
meet Lifetime Home standards, on all major developments (schemes greater than
10 homes). Elderly provision will be required in towns and villages. Where there
are high elderly population levels the council will seek to negotiate a greater
proportion and/or a lower threshold. The expectation is that the majority of units
would be of two bedrooms or more.
We will aim to secure Care and Extra Care homes in all of our Towns and Larger
Villages in line with provision of:
•

150 Care/Extra Care Home Spaces at Exmouth;

•

50 Care/Extra Care Home Spaces at Axminster, Honiton, Sidmouth, Seaton and
Ottery St Mary; and

•

10 (or more) at larger settlements with a range of facilities that have easy
accessibility to a GP surgery.”
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OBSERVATIONS

ON

DRAFT

STRATEGY

30

LIFE

TIME

HOMES

AND

CARE/EXTRA CARE HOMES
7.7

Our client embraces the general thrust of this policy and understands from a Social
and Community Infrastructure Study jointly commissioned by the Council (which is
on Exeter and East Devon Growth Point’s website), that in the Exeter and East
Devon growth point area, of which this site is part, the number of people over 65
will increase 5 fold in a 15 year period to 2021.

7.8

However, in its current form, the policy would seem to ignore the potential demand
for “care communities” and similar smaller developments1 and it should not.
Instead it should create the potential for such developments which are designed to
appeal to those who want to live in secure and pleasant environments where they
can access a variety of social and leisure facilities as well as personal care and
support if and when they need it.

7.9

Consequently, we respectfully ask the Council to include in the policy that “East
Devon will look favourably on development proposals for “care communities” and
similar smaller developments designed to appeal to those of retirement age that
want to live in secure and pleasant environments where they can access a variety
of social and leisure facilities as well as personal care and support if and when they
need it”, or words to that effect.

1

SUCH DEVELOPMENTS ARE DESIGNED AND OPERATED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PEOPLE; A WIDE SELECTION OF

PROPERTIES (E.G. APARTMENTS, COTTAGES AND HOUSES) ARE NORMALLY OFFERED WITH VARIOUS TENURES (I.E. SOME FOR
PURCHASE; SOME FOR RENT); AND, PERSONAL CARE AND SUPPORT LEVELS ARE OFTEN TAILORED TO MEET CHANGING NEEDS.
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8

DELIVERY AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION
DRAFT STRATEGY 44 INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY

8.1

The Council will produce an Infrastructure Delivery Plan to set out how the
implementation of Local Plan policies and proposals will be supported through the
timely delivery of infrastructure improvements. . It will be produced alongside the
Local Plan and form part of the Council case at Submission and Examination. It will
detail local and strategic schemes and set how much they will cost, who will lead
on provision and who the relevant partners will be. Developer contributions will be
sought to ensure that the necessary infrastructure improvements are secured to
support the delivery of development and mitigate any adverse impacts. The Council
will introduce the CIL alongside the Local Plan. The Levy Charging Schedule will be
the subject of a joint examination with the Local Plan. The Infrastructure Delivery
Plan will set out which items of infrastructure are expected to be funded through
the Levy and which will be secured through Section 106 agreements. Through
Section 106 Agreements and negotiations over site development and where
otherwise not met through alternative committed schemes or proposals the Council
will ensure that:
1. Infrastructure requirements that arise as a direct consequence of developments
are met in full and to serve the needs of the proposal and occupants and users.
2. The loss of, or adverse impacts on, any significant amenity or resource present
on the site prior to the development is offset by the provision of alternative
facilities that are of equal or greater value. Infrastructure provision should be
phased to meet development and failure to provide or absence of relevant
infrastructure will be grounds to justify refusal of permission.”
OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT STRATEGY 44 INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY

8.2

Exeter, to which Pinhoe lies adjacent, is the principal city in the County wherein,
and around which, large scale development should occur which is in line with the
Devon Structure Plan, the Council's own evidence and best planning practice of
focusing development around existing urban areas where the vast majority of
physical, social and community, transport and green infrastructure exists and
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where the vast majority of new investment in which will take place in the plan
period.
8.3

However, there must be serious question marks over the soundness of the plan in
the round given that the Council's approach is to allocate land first then cost the
infrastructure required. What if strategic development sites cannot support the
infrastructure required? Surely, to prove that the Local Plan is deliverable,
infrastructure costs have to be part of the front end of the policy making process
so that it can inform the draft policy?
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9

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
H2 RESIDENTIAL LAND ALLOCATION

9.1

Page 192 of the plan says:
"New Homes and Residential Development
21.56 Thorough policy work we will identify sites for new homes to be built.
H2 - Residential Land Allocation
Proposed local, small scale or non strategic allocations sites are not defined at this
stage of plan making/in this consultation draft of the plan. These local, small scale
or non-strategic sites will be considered through one or more of the following:
a) Further consultation and site assessment work on this Local Plan.
b) A ‘follow on’ site specific allocation Local Plan document.
c) Neighbourhood Plans.
d) Other local planning initiatives.
It is recognised however, that some respondents to this consultation document will
want to propose local, small scale or non strategic sites for residential development
purposes. If this Local Plan does ultimately include local, small scale or nonstrategic housing allocation sites they will feature under an amendment to this
policy. However, if this plan does not show local, small scale or non-strategic sites
then policy be irrelevant and deleted. Site submissions will inform subsequent
work.
In proposing sites for development purposes respondents should comment on the
following considerations which will be included in site assessment work:
1. Use, where possible, of sites falling inside existing Built-up Area Boundaries.
2. Demonstration of land owner interest in seeing the site developed.
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3. Preference for use of Brownfield/previously developed land.
4. Avoidance of features of environmental importance.
5. Easy site accessibility, by walking and cycling, to facilities and public transport
services.
6. Sites being well related to existing Built-up Area Boundaries.
In rural areas (outside of the seven main towns of East Devon) sites should also be
suitable for mixed use residential and small scale employment uses."
OBSERVATIONS ON H2 RESIDENTIAL LAND ALLOCATION
9.2

We OBJECT to H2.

9.3

Local plans should allocate land for development and show how land is to be
developed; in other words the onus is on Council's to demonstrate that their Local
Plans are deliverable and Local Plans can only be shown to be deliverable in our
view when they clearly set out where development should happen. The fact that H2
says that "local, small scale or non-strategic sites will be considered through one or
more of the following:...further consultation and site assessment work; ...a ‘follow
on’ site specific allocation Local Plan document....Neighbourhood Plans;...and,
...local planning initiatives" puts into doubt the robustness of the plan.

9.4

Presumably H2 has been thought out to dovetail with the localism agenda, but
localism does not mean that a Local Planning Authority, where the vast majority of
planning expertise available to parish councils, public sector bodies and the
population at large exists, and which is part of a Council of democratically elected
Members, should pass the buck to parish councils or other non democratically
elected groups.

9.5

The leader of the Council says in the Local Plan that "East Devon District Council
has spent the past five years gathering data and consulting with the community as
it works towards a new Local Plan." And of this latest round of consultation says
"we are conducting a public review of the latest document, produced after many
months of evidence gathering by Officers and hours of painstaking discussion by
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Councillors". The point is that the Council has a vast amount of evidence and will
know through that, its SHLAA process and other such processes where land has
been put forward for development and should be allocating land in its Local Plan
now. Any other approach would create uncertainty cause delays to development
affecting the supply of much needed housing and in particular affordable housing,
and call into question the overall soundness of the plan. (E.g. What if Parish
Council's said that they did not want to take part in allocating land for
development? Who would guide the Parish Councils? What if an unelected group of
people in a village commandeered plan making for that village? Is it right that the
Development Management function should be in a position where it, in effect,
would be allocating land for development and does it have such expertise?),
9.6

H2 also says that "if this Local Plan does ultimately include local, small scale or
non-strategic housing allocation sites they will feature under an amendment to this
policy...if this plan does not show local, small scale or non-strategic sites then
policy be irrelevant and deleted. Site submissions will inform subsequent work" and
to be honest neither we nor our client fully understand this statement nor can we,
through our limited understanding of it, work out what it is trying to achieve.

9.7

We think that it means that if the plan does not include non strategic sites then
policy H2 will be deleted; and if it does include non strategic sites then it will be
amended. If we are right here we stand by the foregoing and for those reasons
strongly believe that it should be amended and allocate suitable sites for
development.

9.8

Though we question whether it is realistic to deliver the housing required on
existing sites within built up area boundaries or on brownfield land, we endorse the
part of H2 which implies that sites for development purposes should be put forward
for development by the landowner (as is the case here) and;
•

"[avoid] features of environmental importance..." (our client's land is not
designated for its environmental importance);

•

"have easy site accessibility, by walking and cycling, to facilities and public
transport services... and [be] well related to existing Built-up Area Boundaries"
(our client too believes that most development should be steered to areas like
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Pinhoe, where their land is located and where the greatest amount of services,
employment and public transport exist (and where by far the greatest amount
of new infrastructure, including green infrastructure, and investment in the plan
period will go).
9.9

Essentially, our client is of a view that their land should be allocated because it is
very well located and is suitable for housing development - where there are
constraints these can be overcome. (East Devon's SHLAA identified the land as
being suitable, available and achievable for residential development of around 50
dwellings. Background work, including a noise study (which said that all of the site
would fall within NEC B, which is considered suitable for residential development,
with appropriate mitigation measures in place), and highways consultancy input
(which confirmed that access would be able to be delivered from the main road and
using land within our client's control) reinforce the development potential of it.)

9.10 Development of this land could help the delivery of required physical, social and
community infrastructure via financial contributions as well as up to 50%
affordable housing which would be provided as part of the development.
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10 CONCLUSIONS
10.1 As a result of the issues set out above, in our client’s view, the Local Plan should
be amended to:
•

Make provision for a higher number of new homes, in line with the 17,000
homes proposed in the draft RSS;

•

Reduce the overall level of provision proposed at Cranbrook to 5,000 homes or
lower; and,

•

Continue to focus development around existing urban areas and consequently
identify other appropriate locations for housing development in the West End of
the District in order to provide a greater range of development sites and
thereby increase the flexibility of the proposed housing supply for the District
and allocate our client’s land at Pinhoe, now, as part of the Local Plan, for
residential use.
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11 APPENDIX 1 LAND AT PINHOE
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12 APPENDIX 2 NOISE REPORT
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Representor 1937 - Mrs A Glanville

Response to Exmouth Local Plan Consultation 2012
For the attention of MATT DICKENS please

Representor No. 1955 - Jan Pawson

CYCLE/FOOTPATH ROUTES AND VALLEY PARKS
Ref EXMOUTH CYCLE STRATEGY
(EDDC SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE)
As an active Exmouth citizen since the 1970s, I wish to contribute to the Local Plan Consultation about
Exmouth’s future. I have been actively involved in the development of Exmouth’s traffic-free Cycle Routes.

My Response
1. EDDC’S Draft Local Plan 2006-2026 should fully include existing plans for Exmouth’s Traffic-free
Cycle/Footpath Network.
I set out my reasons below:

Exmouth’s Assets
2. It is well-known that Exmouth has many natural features in its favour i.e. seafront, estuary, Jurassic cliffs,
with access to Commons and East Devon countryside. etc. For its future, it is essential that Exmouth
capitalise on its natural assets.
3. Exmouth also has naturally-radiating stream-valleys of gentle gradient, Bapton, Withycombe (and Maer.)
Exmouth is uniquely suited to Traffic-Free Cycle-Routes leading radially along stream-routes from the
Town towards the countryside.
4. Already built are the Exe Estuary Trail and a route part-way to Budleigh Salterton. These routes are an
integral part of the National Cycle Network (NCN) (built by Sustrans, in conjunction with DCC and
EDDC).

A Cyclepath/Footpath Network
5. Routes have long been planned following the valleys of the Bapton and Withycombe streams. These will
link into the existing NCN routes, together creating a ‘Framework’ of at least four radial routes from the
Town (five with Maer).
6. In conjunction with DCC, Cyclepath Exmouth is presently continuing its grass-roots research into links, to
join into the Framework, towards creating an Exmouth-wide Network.
7. Around 1991 East Devon District Council financially sponsored a professional survey of all the radial routes
by the Director of Sustrans, and the areas became known as ‘the Valley Parks’.

Official Support
8. The Exmouth Town Council supports the concept of the Valley Parks, both for Transport and
Leisure/Recreation purposes.
9. EDDC has in its files the Exmouth Cycle Strategy, as Supplementary Planning Guidance. (See Consultation
7.11.2007 – 20.12.2007)
10. A previous Public Consultation on the routes for the Bapton and Withycombe Valley Parks was overseen
by Claire Rodway of EDDC around 2003, and results were favourable.

Responding to the call for Sustainable Transport
11. We are globally and nationally encouraged to support sustainable transport i.e. walking and cycling.
Traffic-free routes will help to get people out of their cars – as happens in other parts of this country. It
should enable the younger generation to make walking and cycling a principal mode of travel, as it is in
some European countries. These routes will also benefit the disabled.
12. The traffic-free routes are not planned as an add-on to recreational/leisure routes – as is implied in the brief
current Draft Local Plan, page 76, Item 13. They should be a major part of Exmouth’s transport system.
13. These routes are less costly than providing for cars, and offer healthy exercise for all. They should be seen
as an everyday transport facility for ordinary residents - of all ages - to reach work, school and shops.
14. The natural geography means that some routes in the emerging network converge on ECC, the biggest
school in Europe. Sustrans has developed ‘Safe Routes to School’ in other parts of the country. Young
people need as much help as possible to develop healthy lifestyles and a conservational approach.

15. The previous East Devon Local Plans (1997, 2002 – both longer documents) gave more adequate
importance to these planned routes. The current Draft hardly mentions the Valley Parks.
16. There is no mention whatsoever of the Valley Parks on the small map of Exmouth in the printed Draft.
(Does the website offer more, perhaps?) The key is too small to read, even with a magnifying glass.
17. The text of Item 11 (page 76) about ‘reducing the adverse impacts of traffic on the town centre’ crucially
relates to the text of Item 13 - because proper use of a completed traffic-free network will have a direct
benefit on congestion in the Town Centre. These two items should be listed together.
18. Before the next stage of this Local Plan, I would ask Officers please
(a) to refer to the excellent Exmouth Cycle Strategy which is part of EDDC Supplementary Planning
Guidance (produced by Cyclepath Exmouth)
(b) to refer to previous text from EDDC on the subject of Valley Parks and/or consult Claire Rodway
EDDC, who, in conjunction with local Exmouth groups, herself did detailed work on plans for the
Network.

“Transport is not part of EDDC’s remit”
18.

Although EDDC may say that Transport is beyond their responsibilities, transport is an integral part of
Planning. There can surely be no adequate Local Plan without full communication and co-operation
with DCC on transport.

Economy and Tourism
19.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exmouth is looking for locally-generated economic opportunities. The Draft Local Plan repeatedly
encourages ‘promoting new employment’.
The Traffic-free network is an economic opportunity.
‘Staycations’ are increasing in popularity, as are cycling holidays.
The radial routes are planned to reach the countryside e.g. cream teas etc.?
Visitors can base themselves in Exmouth, and enjoy surrounding countryside without the car.
Bed and Breakfasts will offer accommodation.
Business for Cycle-hire etc.
The complete Network, connected to the NCN, can be advertised as part of Exmouth’s outdoor healthy
attractions.

Exmouth as a Hub
20.
21.

Exmouth can be a HUB – with direct access to Exeter & Dawlish via the Estuary Trail through Exeter;
also linking Heritage Coast and East Devon with Starcross and South Devon by water taxi.
An appropriate Cycle ‘Centre’ should be planned in connection with the planned Transport
Interchange, offering necessary facilities. This need has, sadly, been ignored in the LDA plans.
(Will Darts Farm ‘beat Exmouth to it’?)

Recession?
23.

These aspirations have been in the Exmouth public domain – and EDDC’s files - for many years.
The more uncertain is funding, the more important it is to have a proper Plan.

Conclusion
In the current Local Plan please focus on the paramount importance of this practical plan
for Sustainable Transport.
Jan Pawson (Member of Cyclepath Exmouth)
1 Greenacre, 5 Isca Road,Exmouth EX8 2EZ
14.1.12

Copies to the Mayor, Councillors Eileen Wragg, Brenda Taylor, Steve Wragg, Mark Williamson, Town Clerk
John Petty (Convenor of Cyclepath Exmouth), Peter Ashwin
Roy Pryke, Jenny Budden ECA
Peter Dennes TTE

Representor 1956 - Mr David Cawsey
East Devon Local Plan 2006-26

1. The document does not explain why growth and development on this scale
are desirable. The WWF Living Planet Report (October 2010) measured the
“ecological footprint” of different nations. That of Britain shows that we are
using three times more resources than the Earth can sustain. For a
sustainable future Britain needs to plan for a reduction in population to about
20 Million. The LDF is therefore flawed because it adopts a “business as
usual” approach to growth and development rather than a plan for a
“sustainable future”. With a reduced population most of the development in
the LDF is unnecessary.
2. The Plan is the first stage in the urbanisation of East Devon. If implemented
it will result in the wholesale destruction of precious landscapes, habitats
and biodiversity of the area. It is impossible to achieve the development and
growth proposed in the document without damaging biodiversity and
habitats. These two things are just incompatible. Sadly, when there is a
choice between development and preserving the countryside, it is always
development that wins. It would seem that commercial considerations
override all others.
3. In relation to housing it is not clear where the figure of 15000 new homes
between 2006 and 2026 comes from. Development of housing and business
on this scale will completely change the character of East Devon from an
essentially rural area with small towns and villages to a much more semiurban environment of large towns with bits of country between. I do not
consider such environmental destruction desirable or necessary.
4. The document talks about improving public transport services but there is
little detail as to how this will be achieved especially at a time of very
significant cuts to bus services. Bus services are already inadequate and
some are being withdrawn or reduced. For example, the X53 ExeterWeymouth service is often overcrowded, sometimes to the extent that people
get left behind. It could not cope with yet more people as envisaged in the
Plan. The 31 Weymouth-Axminster bus service is chaotic especially in the
spring-autumn period due to traffic problems and numbers of passengers.
The bus very frequently reaches Axminster Station after the departure of the
train services to Exeter and London with which it is supposed to connect.
There is little understanding of the importance of buses to those without car
access. For many bus services are essential for day-to-day living. Using
buses for work, college, shopping, medical and other appointments is
increasingly difficult. The Plan mentions 2 main rail lines through the area
but the only passenger services are the Axminster-Exeter and ExeterExmouth routes. Some trains on these routes are already full to capacity.
The proposed increase in population cannot be dealt with without major
improvements to rail infrastructure and train frequency. How are these to be
achieved without government support?

5. The expansion of Exeter Airport is considered to be good, but airports and
aeroplanes produce significant pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.
There is evidence that emissions from aeroplanes up in the atmosphere cause
very significantly more damage than emissions at lower levels. For a
sustainable future and to combat climate change, a contraction rather than an
expansion of Exeter Airport should be proposed.
6. The document says that EDDC will listen to what the public wants. In
recent years the experience of many people is that EDDC does not listen at
all to what people say. Will this change or will the Council still ignore
comments which it doesn’t like.

D C Cawsey
29th January 2012

Representor 1963 - Devon County Council

Strategic Planning
Devon County Council
County Hall
Topsham Road
Exeter
EX2 4QW
Tel: 01392 382253
Email: joe.keech@devon.gov.uk
27 January 2012
Dear Mrs Little,
RE: The New East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026 (December 2011)
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above document. The consultation
document is welcomed as an important step towards the adoption of a
comprehensive planning policy framework which will provide a sound basis for the
future development in the District.
The attached table sets out a number of detailed comments and suggestions which I
hope will help inform future drafting of the Local Plan. Below is a summary of broader
issues identified when reviewing the document. These are matters upon which the
County Council would particularly welcome the opportunity to work with the District in
developing an appropriate way forward in developing the plan.
Future Growth and Development Needs
The County Council broadly supports the overall scale of housing provision and
employment land allocation to be planned for. The proposed distribution of
development, with a focus on East Devon’s West End (including the further
expansion of Cranbrook) and concentration on a limited number of market towns is
also endorsed as it promotes self containment and sustainable patterns of travel.
Given the scale of growth envisaged for the area it will be particularly important to
ensure that there is effective phasing of proposed development so as to ensure that
the best advantage is taken of existing and planned infrastructure investment avoiding the dissipation of resources. The consideration of development and
infrastructure investment phasing within the East Devon area will therefore need to
have regard to existing and emerging proposals for development in the wider Exeter
Growth Point area, both within the City and in neighbouring parts of Teignbridge
District. It would be helpful to have further discussions on these issues now that the
Exeter Core Strategy will shortly be adopted and the draft Teignbridge Plan is
currently out for consultation.

Textphone: 0845 155 1020
www.devon.gov.uk
Strategic Director Place Heather Barnes
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The County Council does have some specific concerns about the scale of growth at
Axminster (transportation issues) and Redhayes (related to the phasing of
development) and these are set out in the attached schedule. There are also issues
relating to the phasing of the road around Science Park (Tithebarn Lane Link
Extension).
Policy Wording
The Local Plan needs to set out a set of strategic policies which provide a
comprehensive framework for the future development of the area, and in this respect
it is considered that there is a need for some additional policy guidance especially
relating to transport and infrastructure delivery. Similarly, the Plan will need to include
an effective set of DM policies, and here again there is considered to be a need to
widen the scope of DM policies in some specific topic areas. There are also a
number of specific policy areas where there is a need for a co-ordinated cross
boundary approach, including for example coastal planning, renewable energy,
landscape policy and green infrastructure more generally. There is therefore a need
for effective joint working between authorities, as recognised in the emerging
National Planning Policy Framework. The County Council would welcome the
opportunity to work with the District and others to ensure necessary consistency in
this respect.
Infrastructure
The document helpfully identifies some specific elements of infrastructure necessary
to facilitate the plan, but these are focused primarily on strategic transport schemes.
Other infrastructure requirements - for example to support services for children and
young people (schools, youth, early years and children’s centres) - need to be more
clearly recognised in the document and in the development of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will be prepared to secure its delivery. We look forward to working
together on developing an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (covering the full range of
services which DCC has responsibility for) which will aid the consistent identification
of infrastructure needed to support future growth. This work will also need to involve
the development of secure arrangements for funding and implementation.
Water Management and Sustainable Drainage
Devon County Council, as Lead Local Flood Authority (with responsibility for SUDS
approval) in the emerging legislation and guidance under the Flood and Water
Management Act would welcome further discussion to ensure an appropriate policy
is included in the plan. Chapters 7-15 of the consultation document deal with specific
locations and identify flood risk issues, but this is generally based on Flood Zone 2/3
and therefore would benefit to a wider consideration to all Local Flood Risk, such as
surface water and groundwater.
I hope the above comments and the more detailed response set out in the attached
table are helpful in moving forward towards a sound plan. We will of course be happy
to discuss these issues in greater detail, and look forward to working closely with the
District in taking the plan forward over the coming months.
Yours sincerely,

Joe Keech
Head of Strategic Planning
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Devon County Council – Detailed Comments

The New East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026 (December 2011)
ITEM
1

REF POINT
General
Comments

COMMENTS
Throughout the document, reference to the Jurassic Coast and/or the World Heritage
Site should more appropriately be called the Dorset and East Devon Coast World
Heritage Site (being its formal designated name).

‘Scheduled Ancient Monument(s)’ should be changed to ‘Scheduled Monument(s)’
throughout,

‘Sites and Monuments Register’ should be changed to ‘Historic Environment Record’
throughout, and

‘County Archaeological Service’ should be changed to ‘Historic Environment Service’
throughout.
PORTRAIT OF EAST DEVON
2
Para 2.1-2.4
It would be appropriate to mention the environmental designations present in East Devon in
the Pen Portrait e.g. AONB x2, WHS, NNR, Ramsar, SAC etc
VISION FOR EAST DEVON TO 2031
3
Para 3.1-3.14 The Vision should say more about the future in terms of accessibility, transport (including
access to Exeter and wider UK as well as local), community facilities (including schools) and
how the issue of climate change is being addressed (low carbon development, renewable
energy exploitation).
4
Para 3.3
Suggest rephrased to “We intend this Local Plan to keep East Devon as an outstanding
place to live. The natural environment will be protected for the vital services and benefits to
our wellbeing that it provides, job creation will raise average earnings and homes will
become more affordable. Affordable homes are a top priority for this Council.”
5
Para 3.4
Historic and attractive urban environments should also be safeguarded. Suggest rephrased
to “We will safeguard the rural country and coast and historic fabric of our urban
environments for the enjoyment of residents and visitors”.
6
Para 3.7
We suggest this text refers to partnership working with the Local Highway Authority to secure
transport and infrastructure outcomes and investment.


Reduction in commuting is not just about providing local employment – but more about
providing for housing where there are local employment growth prospects. (The Plan does
rightly seek to achieve this)
Suggest text could refer to employment land provision - rather than employment land growth.
The plan is more accurately proposing to further expand Cranbrook rather than “allocate it”
Recommend text amended to make the intrinsic link between the environment and economic
and social wellbeing more definite. Text should also reflect the historic environment, or refer
to the wider environmental quality of East Devon rather than focussing on the natural
environment (and referring to human created environments as ‘natural’) and ecological
networks.
KEY ISSUES AND OBJECTIVES
9
Para 4.1
4.1h It is England’s only natural world heritage site (suggest include natural). This text refers
to nationally protected landscapes only. However, the Devon policy context is to sustain and
enhance the distinctive qualities and features of all Devon’s landscape, recognising that
some landscapes outside nationally designated areas are highly valued locally. PPS7
promotes the use of landscape character assessments to define variations in character, and
highlight key characteristics and valued qualities that people want to see protected and
managed in all landscapes. Given that the draft NPPF only promotes the protection of
AONBs, National Parks and the undeveloped coast, there is a significant concern that
without strong local landscape policies, Devon’s landscape as a whole will not be given
sufficient weight in balancing the need for sustainable development. The Local Plan should
therefore consider strengthening its landscape policy position.
7
8

Para 3.9
Para 3.11

Section 4.1 should also include archaeological assets under a new heading or by either
widening the section on ‘built heritage’. This should cross-reference to (g) Green
Infrastructure and (h) Landscape and AONBs. PPS5 Policy HE 3.1 requires LDFs to set out
positive proactive strategies for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment.

DCC Detailed Comments
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POLICY CONTEXT AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
10
Para 5.4
The list should include the Minerals and Waste Local Development Frameworks, Shoreline
Management Plans, Catchment Flood Management Plans and Marine Plans.
11
Para 5.6
Suggest text amended:
‘……..Sites designated under European legislation and include the Exe Estuary, the
Pebblebed Heaths, the River Axe corridor and the undeveloped coastline between Sidmouth
Seaton and Lyme Regis are included.’
Consideration will also have to be given to the new offshore SAC designations.
SPATIAL STRATEGY
12
Para 6.1
This refers only to the District’s outstanding ‘natural environment’. Should be natural and
historic, or just outstanding environment.
13
Draft
In order to protect local identity and distinctiveness and strengthen people’s sense of
Strategy 3
belonging to the area, it would be useful to add ‘and character’ after ‘the quality’ (of the
landscape).
14
Draft
While the objective for balanced communities is understood, it is not possible to require the
Strategy 4
creation of new employment as suggested. The plan needs to recognise the realistic
economic growth potential in each area and locate new housing provision where it is
accessible to that potential. This will best achieve the objective to reduce commuting and
balance housing and employment provision.

15

Para 6.23

16

Draft
Strategy 5

Strongly support (b) and the need to secure necessary education provision. This point could
also include mention of Green Infrastructure.
Critically this should also refer to the historic and built environment as a key economic
benefit. Visitor surveys tend to show that more people visit the SW for wider environmental
and landscape interest, not the purely natural or ecological interest.
This is primarily about biodiversity. It needs to take a wider view of ‘environment’, relating
more strongly to emerging ideas on ecosystem services and green infrastructure. This
strategy should also include archaeological and built environment – or ‘historic environment’.

It is recommended that this section is reviewed with reference to the Guiding Principles
within the Devon Green Infrastructure Strategy. This is currently undergoing revision
following consultation and will be published in March 2012.
17
Para 6.24
Text refers more generally to ‘environment’ which is welcome, but confusing given earlier use
of ‘natural’ and ‘built’.
DEVELOPMENT OF EAST DEVON’S WEST END
18
Para 7.1
The paragraph states that East Devon’s West End will “be built to the highest level of
sustainability”. Although the intention is fully supported, it might be more accurate to say the
“highest possible” level.
19
Para 7.2
This paragraph states that “Buildings in the growth point area will be designed to the highest
sustainability standards”. As above, suggest this statement should be rephrased.
20
Para 7.3
Devon County Council has played a direct and significant role in securing investment and
delivery in this area and this should be recognised in the plan.
21
Draft
While it is important that the phasing of proposed development at Blackhorse/Redhayes
Strategy 6
should not impact on the delivery of sustainable development at Cranbrook, it may be
appropriate to provide for an element of that proposal, related to employment at the Science
Park, to be brought forward at an earlier than indicated in (3).
One of the key advantages of the West End development strategy is that new housing will be
closely located to future jobs. This offers a major opportunity to encourage relatively short
distance trips to be made on foot or by cycle. There is little reference within the strategy to
the importance of walking and cycling in supporting sustainable and healthier ways of
travelling.
Cranbrook, Skypark, Science Park and the Monkerton development will be linked by a high
quality cycle route, and it is important that this is referenced within the wording of Draft
Strategy 6. Suggested wording of the last sentence of the opening paragraph is “High quality
walking and cycling connections; enhanced bus and rail services, and improved highway
provision will be integral to the overall development”.
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22

Map (Clyst
Valley
Country
Park)

23

Map (Major
Development
in West End)

24

Para 7.10

25

Para 7.11

26

Draft
Strategy 7

27

Para 7.18

28

Para 7.19

29

Para 7.20

30

Para 7.21

This section refers to ‘Clyst Valley Regional Park’ when there are other references in the plan
to a ‘Country Park’. (see comment 26 below)
The indicative location of the Park shown on the map is extensive and includes settlements
and farmed landscapes that are in multiple private ownerships. The term ‘Country Park’
suggests a managed recreational land use, and single ownership/management. It may be
more accurate to define the area one within which there would be a coordinated approach to
green infrastructure improvements, delivering multiple benefits (including more routes and
areas for recreation and access).
The Exeter International Airport and Exeter Airport Business Park are not included on the
proposals plans.
See comments on Para. 7.22 regarding ‘Longer Term Road’.
This lists rejected options and the reasons listed in Option 4 could be expanded to explain
that a smaller scale development on a corridor with a poor choice of sustainable options is
unlikely to be able to fund the necessary sustainable transport improvements to upgrade the
existing public transport corridor to ensure a convenient and attractive alternative to the car.
This could result in a car dependent community using up a disproportionately greater amount
of capacity than a larger development.
In our response to the East Devon Local Plan panel hearings, it was explained that there is
little opportunity to create strong walking, cycling or public transport (bus and rail) links
between development east of Clyst St Mary roundabout and Exeter and new jobs east of
Junction 29. Options for removing trips via a conveniently situated Park and Ride site on the
A376/A3052 are limited and are unlikely to sufficiently relieve the congested corridors.
Welcome reference to GI including heritage assets. Consideration should be given to
including the major prehistoric enclosure site at Redhayes as open space within the Clyst
Valley GI area.
A separate strategy on GI is welcome and supported. However, it would be useful to embed
GI as a primary consideration in all developments. This would reflect Principle D1 in the
emerging Devon GI Strategy. Text should also mention heritage assets.
The greatest capacity constraints relate to the Honiton Road corridor and operation of Moor
Lane roundabout. Delays at Moor Lane roundabout cause queuing back towards Junction
29, which causes operational issues for the Strategic Road Network. Also, note the
misspelling of Tithebarn Lane (described as Tythebarn Road).
It is recommended that the text is amended as follows: “In January 2011 Devon County
Council outlined its commitment to improving public transport and other forms of green travel.
In its briefing note, Devon Metro – fulfilling the potential of rail, one of the aims is to promote
opportunities to enhance rail travel into Exeter to help facilitate economic growth and a
reduction in carbon emissions. In the short term, new stations and service improvements are
planned within Exeter and at Cranbrook, with newer rolling stock providing capacity
improvements in the medium term. In the longer term, more costly options such as passing
loops would be required to support continued development of the rail system”.
Recent discussions with Network Rail have suggested that it is preferable to seek rail
outcomes rather than to identify specific infrastructure as it may be possible to deliver
improvements in alternative, more flexible ways. The last sentence could be changed to: “In
the longer term, due to single track constraints, more costly infrastructure would be needed
to support increased frequency on the Exmouth line or to achieve a half hourly service to
Cranbrook and Axminster.”
Also, note that the Route Utilisation Strategy was produced by Network Rail, not Railtrack.
This text does not emphasise the criticality of the Clyst Honiton Bypass to the delivery of the
growth proposals in the West End. Paragraph should say “critical investment”, rather than
just “improvements”.
Given that the major scheme bid for a ‘high quality public transport’ system is no longer being
rd
progressed, it is recommended that the 3 bullet point is changed to “A new bus route and
service linking the West End sites to Exeter City Centre, which includes a twice hourly
service to Ottery St Mary and Honiton. As development progresses in the West End, it is
anticipated that the service frequency between Exeter and Cranbrook is increased.”
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31

Para 7.22

32

Para 7.237.24

33

Draft
Strategy 8

The text states that the Science Park road will serve as an access road between the old A30
and Cumberland Way for up to 4000 dwellings before an alternative parallel route is needed.
A number of factors affect the acceptability of using this route as an interim link road, and we
do not consider that the identification of a specific trigger point is helpful. There are however,
ongoing discussions involving the County Council and District Council regarding phasing of
development and infrastructure in this area, the outcome of which will need to be reflected in
future versions of the plan.
Given the poor existing choice of sustainable transport options on the A3052 corridor, it will
be challenging to deliver any significant improvements to reduce reliance on the private car.
Any scale of development is likely to result in car dominated travel behaviour, making it
difficult to address existing congestion issues on the M5 Junction 30/A376/Clyst St Mary
routes. A smaller scale of development (i.e. 1000 dwellings) is likely to have a higher
proportion of residents travelling by car due to the limited sustainable transport
improvements it could deliver. The level of investment required to support new and improved
bus services or park and ride to mitigate additional traffic impacts on the corridor would be
substantial and unlikely to be deliverable. Unlike the A3052, the Cranbrook, Skypark,
Redhayes, Science Park developments will be linked by high quality walking and cycling
routes and served by high quality bus and rail services.
First paragraph should name Devon County Council as a key partner organisation in the
planning and delivery of infrastructure.
In the Local Transport Plan 2011-2026, Devon County Council has moved away from the
concept of a hierarchy of modes and instead recognises the need to offer a choice of quality
sustainable alternatives, taking into account the site specific needs of a development. For
instance, it may be that a particular location is better suited to investment in public transport
rather than walking or cycling. It may also be necessary to undertake highway improvements
to provide congestion relief and enable improvements for pedestrians and cyclists (or bus
priority measures). Maximising use of sustainable alternatives is fundamental in supporting
sustainable economic growth in the West End; however there is still a need to accommodate
essential car trips and provide sufficient capacity to enable the whole transport system to
operate efficiently.
Devon County Council welcomes the inclusion of the need for coordinated waste
management infrastructure in the West End. However, it is suggested that a waste facility in
such a location should not be limited to waste ‘disposal’ as is currently drafted. ‘Waste
management facilities’ would be more appropriate terminology here.

34
35

Para 7.28
Para 7.30

36

Para 7.32

The Local Plan does not appear to make reference to the required waste water treatment
provision for East Devon’s West End developments. Planning permission for a waste water
treatment works at Mill Lane, West Clyst was granted by DCC (as a renewal of the old
consent) in April 2011 - EDDC reference 10/1004/CM. As this is and extant permission and is
required for the development of Cranbrook (and other developments in the area) it ought to
be identified in the Local Plan.
nd
To avoid confusion, the 2 bullet point should refer to “…development south of the old A30”.
Cranbrook will not really be self contained in terms of employment – but is accessible to a
wide range of employment opportunities. This is recognised in Draft Strategy 9.
The major scheme bid concept of ‘high quality public transport’ has been dropped; however
the town is still expected to be served by frequent bus services on routes with priority
measures to provide competitive journey times to the private car.
An important part of the sustainable transport strategy for the West End, and not covered in
the section on Cranbrook, is the cycle connections. The need to provide attractive cycle
routes linking new developments west and east of the motorway via the new Redhayes cycle
bridge will help minimise car use and encourage healthier, more active lifestyles. There is
little recognition of this mode within section 7 given its potential for short to medium distance
journeys.
The location of Cranbrook Rail Station means that many residents living in the expanded
development will be outside the recommended walking distance for rail access. Cycling will
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37

Draft
Strategy 9

therefore prove an attractive alternative, including for neighbouring villages including
Broadclyst.
It is recommended that the final sentence of the opening paragraph be changed to “Open
spaces and facilities will be readily accessible to all residents with convenient and attractive
pedestrian and cycle links to local destinations and access to high quality public transport
services”.
Further detail is needed in the numbered part of the strategy in terms of education (primary
and secondary provision) and transportation infrastructure.
Transport
Modelling has indicated that impacts would have an unacceptable impact at Junction 29 post
3500 dwellings at Cranbrook without a road connection between the old A30 and
Cumberland Way. The Cranbrook development will therefore be dependent on the provision
of this connection and improvements to the bridge to provide safer access for all users.
Public transport access will need enhancing through bus priority measures, increased
frequency of buses and improved rail connections.

38

39

40
41

Para 7.38

Para 7.39

Para 7.41
Draft
Strategy 10

42

Para 7.45

43

Draft

Education
In education terms, with development up to 7,500 dwellings we would anticipate a 1,000
place secondary school (11-16 including 435 from first 2,900 dwellings). A further 4,000
homes (above the existing 3,500), would need another two primary schools (420 places plus
early years, land etc.) in addition to the provision already secured within the current planning
approval for 2,900 dwellings.
This could also include explain that the development would be within easy walking and
cycling distance of employment opportunities at Skypark, Science Park and Exeter Business
Park (via the Redhayes bridge) and therefore has potential to minimise reliance on the
private car.
If there are plans for the Science Park development to offer social and community facilities,
including cafes and retail, it would seem sensible to combine this with any neighbourhood
centre for North of Blackhorse/Redhayes.
Redhayes will not include a “full range” of community facilities – e.g. it will not offer
secondary education, and potentially, not primary (detail below). It will not have a library, and
the retail offer will be very limited. It will however be a local centre meeting the area’s
immediate needs.
The scale of development is on the margins of being able to support on site primary
provision. On the basis of 600 dwellings, with a relatively high proportion of 1 bedroom units,
it may not be appropriate to locate a Primary School on site.
See comment in relation to paragraph 7.22.
Support the intention of (1) to target occupancy by Science Park employees.
(3) this needs to be more realistic in terms of the range of facilities that can be secured (see
comment above).
The final sentence of the opening paragraph should be amended to “…and be linked by
pedestrian, cycle and bus routes to the jobs available in Science Park and Skypark”.
It is recommended that the wording is amended to “Land North of Pinhoe has capacity to
accommodate 800 dwellings (which includes a resolution to grant permission for 450
dwellings) and provision has been made for 3 hectares of employment land. This capacity
constraint is determined by highway limitations and a need to provide a sufficient number of
dwellings to support a new primary school. New development will need to secure
enhancements to existing bus services and improved access to rail connections. Improved
cycle routes should also be planned, providing safer, more direct routes to key education and
employment destinations. A new “park and change” service will also form part of the overall
development and help minimise the traffic impacts. An area wide transport strategy has been
developed to address transportation issues, including planned development in the Pinhoe
area within Exeter City Council boundary.”
It is recommended that the last sentence of the opening paragraph is amended to “Open
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spaces and facilities will be readily accessible to all residents with improvements to local
pedestrian and cycling links and enhancements to existing bus services”.
The Pinhoe development will not include a “full range of community facilities” – e.g. it will not
offer secondary education facilities and the retail offer will be very limited. It will however
have a neighbourhood centre meeting the area’s immediate needs. The provision of primary
education facilities is critical to the sustainable development of this area and should be
specifically mentioned in (4).
The text needs to refer to ”the Pinhoe area” rather than ”North of Blackhorse”.

44
45

Draft
Strategy 12
Para 7.547.57

46

Para 7.597.63

47

Draft
Strategy 14

AXMINSTER
48
Para 8.6

49

Para 8.9

Infrastructure needs to refer to “...a park and change facility, enhancements to existing bus
services and selected highway improvements to relieve pressure on congested parts of the
network”.
Reference could be made more clearly to the existing proposals (i.e. Sainsbury) with an
explanation of what is actually now being proposed in addition.
One of the key transportation priorities which will support expansion of the airport and
improved access to Exeter Airport Business Park is improvements to the B3184, which
serves these developments from the A30. It is currently narrow and widening works are
needed to provide a better quality entrance to an international gateway. Plans are currently in
place to provide a segregated route for pedestrians and cyclists, utilising the overspill car
park (recognised in TA8) but the Local Plan should expand on this, including a proposal for
improvements to the access road itself.
Growth at Exeter Airport Business Park should be accompanied by a range of measures to
improve sustainable transport links and the reduce dependence on private car amongst new
employees.
The County Council acknowledges there may be a need for modest additional employment
land allocation at the airport – but considers appropriate phasing of economic land release is
critical to ensure the delivery of strategic development at Science Park and Skypark. The
Plan could include guidance on the differing economic sectors that each of the main
employment allocations is aimed at, so as to minimise unhelpful competition.
Trains operate an hourly service to Exeter and east to London with buses connecting to the
coast and Dorset, however…
It should be emphasised that the opportunities for improving the frequency of train service to
Cranbrook could include the addition of signalling infrastructure to allow trains to turn back at
that location, or the provision of a passing loop to allow an increased frequency between
Exeter and Honiton/Axminster. These options are being investigated by Devon County
Council and the rail industry.
The sustainability appraisal recognised the importance of matching housing growth and job
growth at Axminster if sustainable development is to be secured. DCC strongly supports the
requirement set out in paragraph 8.9 for housing development to be located in settlements
offering new employment opportunities. This suggests the need for a phased approach to
development through which the balance between local employment and housing growth can
be assessed and managed. If employment growth was not achieved as hoped, housing
growth would lead to additional commuting and reduce settlement self containment.
Should the level of proposed development take place but the north-south link road not be
secured, traffic conditions in the town could be significantly adversely affected. There is
unlikely to be public funding available to help deliver the propose relief road and again a
phased approach is required with safeguards to limit development in the event that the relief
road is not delivered in phase with development. The plan should indicate in broad terms the
level of development that would be accommodated prior to the provision of the proposed
relief road.
Although the inclusion of waste minimisation and reuse is welcomed within these sections, it
is not clear how the planning process can specifically influence these levels of the waste
hierarchy. It would be more appropriate if development in the market and coastal towns was
subject to waste minimisation, reuse and recycling in the construction phase and designed to
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50

Draft
Strategy 15

facilitate recycling in the operational phases.
There is no certainty or assertion within the policy wording that any north/south relief road
would be delivered and funded by the proposed development. It is not the intention of Devon
County Council to fund the scheme which does not appear within the Local Transport Plan.
Preliminary studies undertaken by Devon County Council using Automatic Number Plate
Surveys (ANPR) indicated that on the survey day the proportion of traffic making the
movement between Chard Road and Lyme Road is low. These findings mean public
investment a new road scheme would not be justified. Any road would therefore need to be
delivered and funded by new development as part the access scheme to serve the
development, but there is no clear evidence to show that the proposed development will
secure this with any certainty. The opportunity for traffic management measures within the
town centre is otherwise limited and only minor interventions may be possible.
The Policy also proposes that development in Axminster is conditioned upon a 30 minute
frequency train service to Cranbrook; this is dependent upon many constraints and issues
which have yet to be fully investigated and resolved. While an increased service would be
beneficial, it may not be appropriate to place this condition upon the scale of development.

The policy wording does not currently consider education. There is pressure on schools and
high inward pupil migration into Axminster, and the proposed level of development would
require additional primary provision (210 plus land and early years) and contributions
towards secondary provision.
BUDLEIGH SALTERTON
51
Para 9.2
Mention should be made that Budleigh is designated as a "Gateway Town" for the Dorset
and East Devon Coast WHS.
52
Para 9.3
This paragraph recognises the value of the landscape extends to the Otter Estuary but there
is no mention of the coast and the World Heritage Site.
53

Draft
Strategy 16
EXMOUTH
54
Para 10.2
55

Para 10.3

56

Para 10.8

We support the limited growth proposed.
The Plan should recognise issues arising from the Shoreline Management Plan - particularly
those related to the management of defences on the Maer and across the water at Dawlish
Warren which will affect the town.
The ‘Exmouth Now’ paragraphs should make reference to international Birds and Habitats
designations (as they do for Seaton)
Further areas for transport improvement include:

Delivery of Devon Metro aims

Improved Transport interchange facilities around the train station and improved
pedestrian and cycle links to the town centre.

New bus route opportunities provided by the Dinan Way extension.
Reference could be made to opportunities for marine industry based training and
employment.

57

Draft
Strategy 17

The Exe Estuary and AONB landscapes are referenced as natural assets to conserve and
enhance but the World Heritage Site is missing from this list. There could also be an
additional bullet "Promote Exmouth's role as the western boundary of the WHS and a WHS
Gateway Town with appropriate facilities”.
Devon County Council generally supports the proposals for Exmouth, including delivery of
Dinan Way, and improved public transport links between the town and Exeter. Points 3 and 5
should mention the aim for improved links between the town centre and an enhanced
transport interchange at the train station.
The policy wording does not currently consider education. There is significant pressure on
places in Exmouth, both at primary and secondary level, which is likely to see pressure on
primary places for the next three to four years and then in secondary (already over
subscribed) towards the end of the decade. It is likely new primary provision will be required
in the medium term should development come forward and with the housing numbers
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HONITON
58
Para 11.311.4
59
Para 11.5
60

Para 11.10

61

Draft
Strategy 18

OTTERY ST MARY
62
Para 12.5

63
Para 12.7
SEATON
64
Para 13.1

65

Para 13.6

66

Para 13.8

proposed, it would therefore be prudent to provide for new primary school plus early years.
Text could highlight concentration of heritage assets in the medieval planned town, Roman
Road, Roman fort at Pomeroy Wood, as well as prehistoric sites at Hayne Lane.
Support the provision of employment land at Honiton but the viability of its delivery will only
be secured if the demand for employment land matches the scale of provision.
There are no education concerns regarding the proposed growth, however some investment
in existing education facilities may be required.
Policy should mention the Air Quality Management Area, including how the development
strategy will help reduce the impact upon the AQMA and secure funding for improvements
through the emerging Action Plan.
The Local Education Authority is concerned that the plan focuses is on secondary provision
when primary provision is under significant pressure; and a development of a further 400
dwellings will further increase this pressure. The primary schools in the town and at West Hill
are on constrained sites with limited/no opportunity to expand. The town is experiencing
increased numbers of school age children, as it appears families (with primary/preschool
children) are moving to the area in order to be in the catchment for the secondary school.
Whilst the secondary school is under pressure, it does take out of area pupils (parental
choice). Draft Strategy 19 should also consider primary provision. The scale of development
currently proposed adds to concerns related to Primary school provision but does not provide
a clear basis for securing additional capacity.
Devon County Council has no immediate plan to relocate Ottery St Mary library.
This paragraph should highlight that Seaton, as a coastal town, adjoining Axmouth Harbour,
has small-scale opportunities for developing marine based employment, including fishing,
marine transport, boat building and marine engineering in addition to tourism and water-sorts
based development.
Text only refers to natural environment and buildings but should recognise the area’s
significant historical heritage and assets.
This text should make reference to more diverse marine related industry development.
The third bullet should include specific mention of the planned Interpretation/Discovery
Centre – ‘interpretation facilities’ is too vague and could just mean a display board.

67
68

Para 13.9
Draft
Strategy 20

SIDMOUTH
69
Para 14.3
70

Reference to Sustrans Cycle Route in 3rd bullet from bottom should be corrected to “Devon
County Council’s Stop Line Way”.
Reference to East Devon Coast should be Dorset and East Devon Coast WHS.
We broadly support this policy, although Devon County Council may require contributions
towards secondary school transport as pupils travel from Seaton to Axminster. There is an
existing lack of youth facilities in the town which could be recognised.
The text uses the general word 'environment' but there is a bias towards the 'natural' when
historic considerations are being missed.
Mention should be made that Sidmouth is designated as a "Gateway Town" for the Dorset
and East Devon Coast WHS which offers potential opportunities for sustainable tourism etc.
Devon County Council broadly supports this policy.

Draft
Strategy 21
SMALLER TOWNS, VILLAGES AND COUNTRYSIDE
71
Para 15.3
An opportunity has been missed in not making special reference to the coastal environment
in East Devon. This needs additional text adding to recognise its value ands influence on the
District.
72
Draft
The policy provides no indication of how improved public transport provision would be made.
Strategy 22
It should not be assumed that Devon County Council has the revenue resources to meet the
and Para
accessibility implications of dispersed development. In terms of sustainable bus operation,
16.46
developments on existing routes, particularly those that have a commercial potential, would
be preferable.
73
Draft
Devon County Council supports the emphasis on affordable housing/local needs in the
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smaller settlements and rural areas.
The text could expand on how landscape and wildlife can be improved through appropriate
forms of agriculture. There are areas along the coast where intensive agriculture is carried
out right up to the coast path. There would be considerable benefits to tourism to see a
wider, more natural buffer to the coast in these areas (e.g. Ladram through to the Otter).
Similar policy should support existing conservation initiatives near SSSI’s and Local Nature
Reserves for instance, where possible.
ENSURING WE HAVE THRIVING COMMUNITIES
75
Para 16.5
As agriculture gets a special mention here it is important that marine industry and the
opportunities a coastal a coastal location affords, including but not limited to tourism.
76
Para 16.7
Post 16 Education is going through extensive educational reform as indicated in the Wolf
report, and the consultations on funding reform and the Raising of the Participation Age. The
Government is restructuring the way it supports people attempting to enter employment, the
way it supports schools and apprenticeships and the way it sees local economic
development being delivered. Further work has already started on key priority areas to
understand the skills need in each District Area and work with schools and colleges to
identify the need of the local employer and to raise the employability of our young people in
the area.
77
Para 16.11
The marine environment provides new and different opportunities for skills and employment.
onwards
This is not recognised in any of this text.
78
Draft
Devon County Council supports the retention of existing employment land and premises.
Strategy 27
79
Para 16.19This should include reference to the WHS and the South West Coast path and the
16.24
opportunities these present to promote sustainable, out of season, special interest tourism,
helping to relieve pressure at the peak.
80
Draft
The % of Lifetime Homes should aspire to be higher than 20% for market units. The text only
Strategy 30
refers to the elderly, but Lifetime Homes importantly meet the needs of families with disabled
children, working age disabled adults, and various mobility constraints suffered by many
individuals at times of crisis/accident.
74

Strategy 23
Draft
Strategy 24

81

Para 16.34 to
16.44

82

Para
16.41/16.42

83

Para 16.4516.48

Devon County Council strongly supports the proposed additional provision for Extra Care
Housing. However, the policy wording specifying schemes is confusing, and needs to be
amended to more clearly represent what schemes are proposed in different towns.
Identification of Extra Care and Close Care schemes (and their different sizes, as not all 50
bed) should be consistent with the DCC Commissioning Strategy for Extra Care Housing.
The Plan should include a strategic policy relating to education (and health) provision –
setting out strategic objectives for the area and provide a basis for the policies included in
Part Two of the Plan.
These paragraphs are potentially misleading as they imply that new development may not
place specific pressures on school capacity. This is clearly not the case in the areas
accommodating strategic scale development and other towns can also experience locally
important issues of school place capacity. While pupil numbers may reduce in some
locations there will be a need for significant investment in additional education capacity within
East Devon
The Plan should include a strategic policy relating to transportation - setting out strategic
objectives for the area and a basis for the policies included in Part Two of the Plan. This
should also mention the West End - as the West End will accommodate approximately 50%
of the total homes to be built in the district and will have over 60% of the district’s available
hectares for employment provision, the greatest transportation needs are likely to be in this
area. The text needs to highlight that the sustainable transport corridor between Cranbrook
and the edge of Exeter that will help minimise car use and encourage smarter, healthier
travel mode choices. This is a fundamental part of the West End development strategy: short
distances between new homes and jobs, encouraging walking and cycling; frequent bus
services with priority measures offering competitive journey times to the private car; good rail
connections and supporting travel planning measures to maximise use of these modes.
Some selected road improvements will also be necessary to help accommodate residual
traffic movements, as well as new bus routes.
There may be some concern raised why particular towns and villages have been specifically
mentioned in paragraphs 16.46 and 16.47 but not others. For instance, there is specific
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84

Draft
Strategy 31

CLIMATE CHANGE
85
Para 17.1

86

87

88

Climate
change What the SA
told us
Para 17.4

Draft
Strategy 32

reference to Axminster, Honiton and Exmouth but not Ottery, Budleigh, Seaton or Sidmouth.
The inclusion of an overall transportation strategy statement would make clear how the
needs of all communities would be addressed – even if only through improved traffic
management in some cases.
Secure designs should not be at the expense of creating permeable developments. The
provision of sustainable transport links should not be prejudiced and security achieved
through good design principles including natural surveillance and good visibility.
This makes no reference to ‘coastal change adaptation’. Whilst East Devon may not be a
national hot spot there are a few key areas that will be affected. The policies outlined in the
SMP and the overall national policy approach from the EA should be given under this chapter
or a new chapter added.
With wetter winters and heavier rainfall events predicted, the impacts of increased flood risk
should also consider the risk from surface water and groundwater. The Locally Agreed
Surface Water mapping should be used alongside the Flood Zone 2 and 3 maps.
List of projected changes to climate and their associated impact could be more definite.
Suggest this is rephrased to “The outcome for East Devon is projected to be increases in
summer temperatures, more frequent and severe storms, less rainfall in the summer and
more in the winter, and rising sea levels. These have the potential to increase risks to health
and comfort, increase the likelihood of flooding, cause damage to buildings and infrastructure
and increase building energy consumption from cooling. It is important that new development
responds to these risks.”
Draft Strategy 32 on Sustainable Design and Construction could be enhanced by including
reference to the utilisation on a construction site of materials derived from excavation and
demolition rather than their being disposed of as waste. The major development sites within
the West End are mostly located over sand and gravel deposits that may yield materials
capable of beneficial use, e.g. development at Cranbrook is using sand dug on site for pipe
bedding, avoiding the need to buy in sand from elsewhere. There are other examples of
demolition waste being crushed on site and used as fill material.
The inclusion of ‘handling waste’ in this strategy principle is welcomed. However, it would be
appropriate if this requirement was applicable to all development, regardless of scale. In
addition, the current wording does not provide clarity on what ‘proposals for handling waste’
would include. The wording could also be stronger.

89

This text should also make reference to design requirements for developments in flood risk
areas near the coast (limited lifetime construction techniques).
Welcome reference to taking account of environmental sensitivity including heritage.

Draft
Strategy 33
90
Chapter 18
Title should be Historic Environment rather than Built – thereby including archaeology and
Heading
historic landscape.
OUR OUTSTANDING NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT
91
Para 18.1
The text should refer to nationally and internationally important archaeological and historic
landscape heritage as well as built – or combined as historic environment.
92
Para 18.2
Support mention of heritage assets as part of GI. However, not just protection of these
assets, GI offers the opportunity for proactive management, access and enjoyment of these
assets (as required under PPS5 Policy HE 3.1).
93
Draft
Welcome commitment to GI Provision and Strategy – but note above concerns regarding its
Strategy 36
scope (e.g. narrowing of focus in the Axe Wetlands).
94
Para 18.20
Recommend text amended:
“East Devon’s exceptional coastline forms part of a World Heritage Site (WHS) and is mostly
undeveloped. Parts of the coast are eroding and in some cases this impacts on people’s
livelihood and homes and the natural environment. We will:

Oppose development in undeveloped coastal areas if it would have adverse
landscape and environmental impacts unless there are no alternatives available,
(such as with established holiday parks) and development is essential.

Promote coastal protection measures where erosion could impact on people's
livelihoods and homes where this aligns with the adopted Shoreline
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95

Para 18.21

96

Draft
Strategy 38

97

Para 18.26
onwards
Para 18.27

98

99

Draft
Strategy 39

100

Para 18.36

101

Draft
Strategy 40

102

Para 18.40

103

Para 18.47

104

Para 18.52 to
18.56

105

Para 18.58 to
18.61

106

Management Plan 2 (long-term plan) and is environmentally acceptable,
financially and technically feasible.
Create coastal change policy areas to manage transition in areas where people,
property or infrastructure are likely to be at increased risk in the future.”

Reference to ‘coastal change adaptation’ could usefully be made here as well.
First sentence should end East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
This text should make reference to the need to regard to Marine Plans.
We strongly support the intention of this policy but it needs to state more clearly what the
level of development constraint will be and how this is consistent with the emerging National
Planning Policy Framework.
More specific reference needs to be made to ‘coastal change adaptation’ policy.
The World Heritage Site Management plan aims to protect the Outstanding Universal Value
of the site. It is incorrect to state that "This plan seeks to balance this aim with the social and
economic needs of our coastal communities." The Plan does intend to use WHS status as a
thread for communities and the economy but not to the detriment of the site itself.
This is incorrect and confusing: the future approach to coastal management is defined within
the SMP review so there should be a direct reference to it. There is a conflict and the issue
is, where possible to balance that conflict. The WHS Team are suggesting the strategy
should be along the lines of:
"The Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site will be conserved by allowing natural
processes to continue. The Shoreline Management Plan identifies future coastal
management options for the next 100 years. In a few areas there are conflicts between
protecting the Site, by allowing it to erode, and protecting coastal communities from that
erosion. There is a need to recognise both interests and, wherever possible, mitigate impacts
where they arise. The SMP not only supports the construction of coastal defences but it also
identifies areas at risk from coastal erosion."
Welcome mention of Historic Landscape Characterisation, but this approach does not appear
to be directly reflected in the Policy guidance.
This policy has been agreed through both the AONB Partnerships.
Specific mention could be made to the Landscape Character Area work referenced in Para
18.36, which will provide the background evidence for using policy.
Whilst the importance of a dynamic and natural coastline is made earlier, reference could
also be made for the need to ensure that biodiversity interests are served on the coast by
favouring non intervention. It is an often misunderstood concept.
Coastal squeeze and the duty to mitigate for its effects on designated coastal sites is a key
point that could be introduced to support the later text.
Welcome commitment to promotion of locally distinctive design and materials. It would be
worth mentioning in the text that Devon County Council's emerging Minerals Core Strategy
includes an objective of enhancing the supply of local sources of characteristic building
materials to reinforce the distinctiveness of the county's built environment. The intention is
to encourage the small-scale supply of a wider range of local building stones, particularly in
areas such as East Devon where few of the area's distinctive stones are presently available.
Much welcome content. However, in the absence of a separate section dealing with
designated and non-designated archaeology and historic landscape, there is confusion here
with the various usage of ‘built environment’, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments,
‘historic environment’ and heritage assets. There should be a short section on archaeology
and historic landscapes as heritage assets. A brief description of the range of archaeological
sites and the number recorded on the Devon Historic Environment Record would be
appropriate.
Draft Strategy is supported.

Draft
Strategy 43
DELIVERY AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION
107
Para 19.11
This text should highlight this work will be done in conjunction with infrastructure providers,
including Devon County Council.
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108

Draft
Strategy 44
MONITORING
109
Para 20.4

Welcome the commitment in (1) to meet, in full, the infrastructure needs arising from new
development, and the recognition of the importance of phasing investment.

Support the assessment of 5 year land supply within the West End (having regard to
provision within Exeter) and remainder of the District.
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
110
Policy S4
Point 5 should be amended to make reference to managing the impacts upon transport
generally and not just highways e.g. the impact upon bus service operation, access to a train
station, impacts upon pedestrians and cyclists and similar impacts.
111
Policy D1
It would be helpful if wording was included in this, or a separate, policy to identify the need
for waste minimisation during the construction and operational phases of development. This
should be demonstrated by a waste audit.
112
Para 21.24
There should be earlier reference to the character of East Devon’s archaeological heritage
assets and the number recorded on the Devon Historic Environment Record (not Sites &
Monuments Register).
113
Para 21.25
Should refer to the County Historic Environment Service.
114
Para 21.32A Local List of Parks & Gardens is maintained by the Devon Gardens Trust and recorded on
21.33
the Devon Historic Environment Record. These should be a material consideration in
planning decisions.
115
Para 21.39 The Local Plan includes a good section on Surface Water Run-off and SUDs, but it needs
21.55
robust commentary to inform on Flood and Water Management Act 2010 and Devon County
Council’s emerging role as SUDs Approval Body. Current position and timescales:




There are major changes regarding sustainable drainage under the Flood and Water
Management Act 2010 (FWMA). The FWMA encourages the use of sustainable drainage
in new developments and re-developments. It does this by requiring drainage systems to
be approved, against a set of National Standards, before construction work can
commence. It will be the role of the newly established Sustainable Drainage Systems
Approving Body (SAB) within Devon County Council, to approve, inspect, adopt and
maintain sustainable drainage systems for new developments exceeding one property.
The current proposal is for Schedule 3 (sustainable drainage) of the FWMA and its
st
statutory instruments to be commenced on 1 October 2012. For the first 3 years
(October 2012 to September 2015) the plan is for only major development (10+ dwelling
houses) to require SAB approval. After September 2015 all development with drainage
implications will require SAB approval.

Using Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) to manage surface water has a number of
benefits, such as improving water quality and the local environment. However, they also
provide an important function in reducing the risk of flooding of homes and businesses,
as well as adjacent or downstream properties, as a result of heavy rainfall. It is therefore
a key consideration to look at the surface water flood mapping available and consider
what drainage measures should be used.
Devon County Council would welcome the incorporation of this policy in relation to the
interaction of waste sites and other development. However, the wording of the policy could
be clarified by indicating whether any pollutants emanating from a waste site is unacceptable
in terms of human health or whether this only relates to contaminated land. This wording
could be helpfully clarified to identify whether any pollution emanating from a waste site is
unacceptable if is would adversely affect health and safety.
This policy could usefully identify that proposals for private sewage works will be supported if
they make provision for the generation of energy on site.
Recommend text amended:
Proposals for privately funded or public works to defend coastal land or property must be
assessed in a holistic manner in order to identify and consider potential impacts that
disruption to natural processes may cause and to ensure defence measures are acceptable
environmentally and technically sound and sustainable in the long term.


116

Policy EN16

117

Policy EN19

118

Para 21.53

119

Policy E8

NB reference 70 should read: South Devon and Dorset Coastal Advisory Group.
The wording which states that extensions to current employment sites will be acceptable
provided that ‘there will be no detrimental impact upon any nearby residential properties’ is
very strict and could result in any development being unacceptable in these areas.
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120

Policy RE5

121
122

Para 21.114
Policy TA2

123

Para 21.127

124

Policy TA 7

125

Para 21.138

126

Policy TA 8

127

Policy LEX5

128

Policy LSE1

(1) TIAs no longer exist – should refer to Traffic Assessments.
Recommend text amended:
Planning permission will be granted for outdoor recreation facilities in the countryside and on
the coast provided that the nature of the activities undertaken or the space requirements of
the proposal require a countryside or coastal location and…
This is subject to agreement of governing body/school sponsor
The policy is supported in principle but would benefit from clarifying how this might be
implemented. E.g. would it be developer funded, developer led, etc.
Reference to the Wessex Coast to Coast Cycle Route is wrong name and out of date - this is
now the Stop Line Way and is currently being implemented.
Last sentence of Point 1 should be amended:
…In the case of programmed schemes the planning permission will be subject to a condition
delaying its implementation until the highways improvements have been carried out, unless
otherwise agreed with the Highways Authority.
It should be clarified that further public consultation on revised routes for the Dinan Way
extension is yet to be undertaken and will take place once revised route options are prepared
and the principle of the new link is established in the development plan.
Point 10 should refer to the B3184 (not B3174) and specific mention of the “footway and
cycle route” should be deleted, to allow for general road improvements – for details see
comments for Para. 7.54-7.57.
Policy should also include the Axminster North–South relief road as a scheme to ensure its
delivery is not compromised by development.
Should mention that the relocation of the bus depot facilities should be dependent upon the
availability of a suitable alternative site.
This is also out of date - the second bullet in particular refers to the holiday village (long
demolished) - the fourth bullet speaks of retail - Tesco has now been developed and opened.

Text should include measures to retain and promote understanding of the historic
environment. This could include contributions to the interpretation of the maritime
archaeology of the Axe Estuary and Wetlands.
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING
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Para 22.7
Devon County Council should also be involved this process given our role in meeting
community needs, accessibility etc.
1
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Representor 1965 - National Federation of Gypsy Liaison Groups
………………

NFGLG
C/0 DGLG
Unit 3,
Molyneux Business Park
Whitworth Road
Matlock,
DE4 2HJ
01629 732744

Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL
localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk
25th January 2012
Dear Sir or Madam
Consultation on the New East Devon Local Plan (2006-2026)
Thank you for notifying us of the above consultation.
I am concerned about the approach set out in connection with the provision of
accommodation for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.
Paragraph 16.33 explains the findings of the 2006 accommodation needs
assessment (GTAA), which indicated that 9 pitches were needed from 2006 –
2011. However there does not appear to have been any updated
assessment of need, and given that housing need should be re-assessed
every 5 years, the evidence base is now out of date.
The GTAA set out that there were 25 families in the District (presumably on
sites, and assuming 1 family equals 1 pitch) (Appendix 4 page 121) in 2006,
with a need for an additional 9 pitches. If these have now been delivered
there should now be a total of 34 pitches in the District. If a 3% annual
compound growth rate is applied to 2026, then this reveals a need for 19
pitches needed for the period 2012 – 2026:
((1.03)15 x 34) – 34 = 18.9
This is clearly an estimate, but the point is that household growth creates a
need for additional pitches, and it is important that this is planned for. As with
mainstream housing, the situation is not static and simply because need for a
certain period has been met does not mean that there will be no future need
arising. Up to date evidence is needed to ensure that the Local Plan is based
on a sound, robust evidence base.
The National Federation is a Company Limited by Guarantee registered in England and Wales. Company No: 6983027. Registered
Charity No: 1136730
Registered Office: The National Federation of Gypsy Liaison Groups
C/O DGLG, Unit 3, Molyneux Business Park. Whitworth Road. Darley Dale. Matlock.
DE4 2HJ

Funded by The Allen Lane Foundation and The Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust

Additionally, and contrary to current government policy (paragraph 31 of
Circular 01/2006 Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites), there is no
draft criteria-based policy in the Core Strategy. Such a policy is necessary
both for assessing planning applications and for guiding allocations. It is not
appropriate to wait until the Development Management DPD is prepared
when national policy is to include such policy in the Core Strategy.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Yours faithfully,

Planning Officer, Derbyshire Gypsy Liaison Group on behalf of the National
Federation of Gypsy Groups

Representor 1967 - Context Logic Ltd on behalf of Fords of Sidmouth
Forward Planning
East Devon District Council
Council Offices
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

FAO Mr Matt Dickens
th
30 January 2012

Dear Mr Dickens

Re: Response to The New East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026 – Consultation Draft Plan
December 2011 – Employment Sites – Alexandria Business Estate (Fords Land).

In response to the above mentioned Consultation document, please accept this correspondence
as a representation made on behalf of Fords of Sidmouth with respect to their landholding at
Alexandria Industrial Estate.
The Alexandria Industrial Estate presently provides accommodation for a wide range of
employment uses and different businesses. Through ownership, Fords controls approximately
60% of this Business Estate. In the Development Plan Period it may be that some of Fords’
business will continue to operate on this site, however, the site does not have the
capacity/characteristics to provide for the business investment and new business types which
Fords is seeking. In particular, Fords is seeking to further invest in their renewable businesses.
Given the nature of this business, Fords wishes to have a contemporary, sustainable building in
which to showcase the benefits of sustainable building solutions. The company also wishes to
provide attractive business premises for customers and employees.
Over the past decade it has been impossible to consider strategic redevelopment at the
Alexandria Business Estate, whether for business use or any other uses. Fords has always
struggled to find suitable employment land to transfer some of their operation to or to become the
focus of new investment. The company continues to focus its efforts on primarily securing and
then hopefully promoting and facilitating investment to better serve the demands of their business
and the demands of other businesses, present or future, which may be attracted to and sustained
within Sidmouth and the Sid Valley.

With respect to the landholding owned by Fords at the Alexandria Business Estate, it is
anticipated that within the Development Plan Period, strategic development opportunities may be
sought by the company on part or all of their landholding. Fords will seek to keep open lines of
communication and consultation with the Council over the prospect of partial or total
redevelopment of their land interest. Given the requirement to release funds to enable business
development and strategic investment within the Sid Valley area, Fords would not wish to see
exclusively employment allocations on the Alexandria Business Estate but would favour
identification of their land as a strategic redevelopment opportunity. It is respectfully requested
that this business demand is reflected in the consideration of any allocations or policy promotions
on the Alexandria Business Estate that may affect the interest of Fords.
Yours sincerely

Joseph Marchant
MRTPI. IHBC. BA (Hons) TP. Dip TP. Dip Urb Des. MA Urb Des. Dip Arch Cons.
Director on Behalf of Context Logic Ltd

CC: Phil Townsend – County Highways (Development Management)

Forward Planning
East Devon District Council
Council Offices
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

FAO Mr Matt Dickens
th
30 January 2012

Dear Mr Dickens
Re: Response to The New East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026 – Consultation Draft Plan
December 2011 – Employment Sites
In response to the above mentioned consultation document, please accept this correspondence
as a representation made on behalf of Fords of Sidmouth.
1. Identified Need – ‘5 Hectares of Employment Land, Sidmouth’
It has been acknowledged that at this stage the Council has identified a potential need to
provide 5 hectares of employment land. As a fourth generation business employing 70
staff in Sidmouth with substantial expansion plans for the future, Fords recognises that
there is a need for further employment land and supports the principle of further
employment land allocation.
For the past decade or more, Fords has been seeking to improve employment capacity at
the Alexandria Business Estate without much success due to issues related to highway
access, onsite topography, ransom strips and the competing demands of disparate
ownerships.
Fords has been seeking to obtain a suitable employment site to enable business
expansion and diversification along with the potential to bring forward other serviced plots
for other business investment from existing and future businesses seeking an interest
within the Sid Valley.
As part of their efforts in undertaking to find a suitable site, Fords has discounted a
variety of sites due to potentially justifiable planning concerns over landscape impact,
highway access, sustainable connections and/or issues of ownership which may not
deliver a well planned, sustainable and deliverable employment solution for the town. (I
have reviewed general planning considerations on behalf of Fords. Fords has not
previously been in a position to disclose their activities/analysis to the Council.)

Fords has now secured a site on which they wish to bring forward employment proposals,
both for the company’s own expansion and also for other potential businesses to expand
and invest.
2. Alexandria Industrial Estate and other existing employment sites in Sidmouth
The Alexandria Industrial Estate presently provides accommodation for a wide range of
employment uses and different businesses. Through ownership, Fords controls
approximately 60 % of this Business Estate. Some of Fords’ business will continue to
operate on this site, however, the site does not have the capacity/characteristics to
provide for the business investment and new business types which Fords is seeking. In
particular, Fords is seeking to further invest in their renewable businesses. Given the
nature of this business, Fords wishes to have a contemporary, sustainable building in
which to showcase the benefits of sustainable building solutions. The company also
wishes to provide attractive business premises for customers and employees.
Over the past decade it has been impossible to consider strategic redevelopment at the
Alexandria Business Estate, whether for business use or any other uses. Fords has
always struggled to find suitable employment land to transfer some of their operation to
or to become the focus of new investment.
3. Available and deliverable Sites
The available site at Sidford that Fords is seeking to promote for employment is indicated
on the attached plan. Whilst it is anticipated that planning applications on this land will be
made relatively shortly, it will only be with these applications that detailed documentation
will be readily available regarding the planning and technical merits of the site.
It should be noted that South West Water holds the Title with respect to the highway
access servicing the sewage works and pumping station. At present it is unclear whether
there will be opportunity to use the same position of highway access to serve the
employment land and to traverse the access, enabling highway connection between Field
A and Field B. As a consequence of this consideration, it is proposed that a detailed
application will be made for the provision of 2 access points. Early indications suggest
that this will be technically acceptable. Financial feasibility needs to be undertaken in
respect of the final highway details and this matter remains in progress.
4. Technical Consultations
Some technical consultation has already occurred with regard to Statutory Consultees
and early indication is that the technical delivery of the proposed site for employment
would be acceptable. These matters would obviously be dealt with in detail during the
application process.

5. Further Information
Securing additional land and bringing forward expansion and investment opportunities for
Fords and other Sidmouth based companies has been a long term aspiration of Fords.
The prospect of investment will bring forward an increase in job opportunities and
benefits to construction industries.

Planning applications for the proposed site will likely seek opportunities for B1, B2 and B8
industries as well as employment potential for other ancillary retail, plus uses of public
assembly (some D class uses) and professional, education and research services. Full
consideration of the nature of the outline consent has not yet been fully considered and
will to some extent be driven by market demands at the time.
Fords is also aware of other employment businesses seeking investment within the
district but which are presently not represented within the region. However, at this early
stage, full disclosure is not possible.
During the coming months, further release of information and support/representation to
the developing district wide policies will be given and additional information will be happily
supplied to the Council as matters develop. This representation hopefully indicates
Fords’ desire to bring forward employment land and the availability of a suitable site to in
part or in whole meet the Council’s current thinking on planning need within the period to
2026.
As part of the Council’s adjustments to the Consultation Draft Plan as it progresses
towards a Deposit Plan, it is respectfully requested that the site at Sidford is designated
for employment. It is arguably the most suitable site for the purpose which can serve the
needs of Sidmouth and the towns existing and future needs.
All queries will happily be answered to the best of our ability at this stage and should be
directed to me in the first instance.

Yours sincerely

Joseph Marchant
MRTPI. IHBC. BA (Hons) TP. Dip TP. Dip Urb Des. MA Urb Des. Dip Arch Cons.
Director on Behalf of Context Logic Ltd

CC: Phil Townsend – Devon County Highways – Development Management

Red line – Available land
Orange – Land seeking allocation for Employment
NB: Available land north of sought allocation has been made available for any reasonable
conditions such as landscaping and works associated with site access.

Representor 1969 - Roger Giles
EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN
existing
homes

proposed LP percentage total dwells percentage
cols D + E
increase
cols A- E increase

Axminster

2,100

650

39.5

1,772

83.9

Budleigh

2,700

100

3.7

166

6.1

Exmouth

15,650

690

4.4

1,700

10.8

Honiton

5,200

450

8.6

662

12.7

OSM

2,100

400

19.0

465

22.1

Seaton

3,040

150

4.9

686

22.5

13,400

150

1.1

754

5.6

Sidmouth

ROGER GILES
East Devon District Councillor 31 1 2012

EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
THE NEW EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN 2006 TO 2026
CONSULTATION DRAFT (DEC 2011)
RESPONSE BY CLLR ROGER GILES
1.SPATIAL STRATEGY Chapter 6
1.1 The housing development proposed in the table at paragraph
6.12 page 33 is excessive. Overall it represents only a minor
reduction from the number in the LDF Core strategy that was so
widely criticized a year ago.
1.2 It also fails to reflect the analysis of Roger Tym Associates
who had been commissioned by EDDC at considerable expense to
provide the evidence that the LDF Chairman professed to be so
keen to see. Quite amazingly the Tym report was reported to the
final meeting of the LDF Panel, with nobody from Roger Tym
present to present the report or to answer questions about it. This
was in spite of LDF Panel member Cllr Claire Wright having
asked at a previous meeting for a Roger Tym representative to
attend.
1.3 The Chairman of the LDF Panel consistently stated that the
LDF Panel findings must be evidence-based. The way the Tym
report – an absolutely key piece of evidence – was dealt with, and
subsequently disregarded, puts a major question mark against the
whole Local Plan in terms of housing provision (as well as
employment land provision) is concerned.
2. OTTERY HOUSING PROVISION Chapter 12 pages 90 - 95
2.1 The LDF Panel Chairman issued a press release during the
process which said that communities would get the number of

houses that was broadly in line with what they wanted. This most
certainly was not the case with regard to Ottery St Mary – even
after a complaint from Ottery St Mary Town Council that they had
not been listened to. The Mayor of Ottery St Mary Town Council
(OSMTC) was interrupted by the LDF Panel chairman early in his
presentation at the meeting on 6 September.
2.2 The LDF Panel Chairman refused to allow me - the Ottery
Town Member – to address the LDF Panel about Ottery on 1
November. There is a strong argument that the LDF Panel
Chairman may have prejudiced the validity of the whole section on
Ottery by refusing to allow any input from the Local Elected
Member into what, after all, is a quasi judicial process about
strategic planning which is a major element of consideration of
planning applications for development in Ottery.
What the public wants
2.3 There is considerable evidence that the people of Ottery want
substantially less than the 400 houses proposed in the EDLP.
2.4 OSMTC carried out extensive local consultations. It arranged
four public consultation meetings within the Parish on the LDF in
October and November 2010. I believe that no other council
arranged so many meetings; I believe that the total attendance of
well over 200 people exceeded that anywhere else in East Devon.
2.5 In addition, EDDC organised a meeting at The Kings School in
Ottery on 13 October 2010. The students were asked their view of
building 250 houses in Ottery. 59 students were in favour; 107
said it was too many.
2.6 A further EDDC-organised meeting was held at The Kings
School on 11 October 2011. A similar proportion of the students

to that on 13 October 2010 opposed the proposed housing
numbers.
2.7 An OSMTC meeting took place in The Old Boys School,
Ottery, on 9 January 2012 attended by 100 members of the public.
A large majority of the public voted for no more than 100 houses.
Constraints
2.8 There are considerable constraints to development in Ottery:
•
•
•
•

The sewage works is at capacity
The Kings School is at capacity
The Coleridge Medical Centre is at capacity
The road approaches to Ottery from the north, the east and
the south are inadequate. The road system in the central part
of Ottery contains several “bottle-necks”. There is little
capacity for increased traffic volumes without investment in
the road system.
• Much of Ottery is designated as Flood Zone
• Ottery suffers from very poor water quality as a result of very
high iron levels at the Great Well bore holes to the east of
Ottery. An increased water demand would result in reduced
water quality.
False Premise
2.9 The case made by EDDC for high levels of housing provision
in Ottery was largely based on two erroneous claims.
• That Ottery would benefit from a High Quality Public
Transport system connecting Cranbrook with Exeter
• The proximity of Ottery to the Principal Urban Area
(PUA)/West End of East Devon

Both of these claims are inaccurate. Devon County Council
told EDDC that the HQPT system would not take place, and
requested EDDC to remove the incorrect statement from the
LP. Regrettably EDDC did not do so.
Ottery is not close to the PUA/West End of East Devon. In
Planning Appeal Decisions relating to West Hill (15
November 2011 Ref APP/U1105/A/112155312) and Tipton
St John (13 January 2012 Ref APP/U1105/A/11/2156973)
the Inspector unequivocally states that West Hill and Tipton
St John are not near the PUA/West End. Ottery is further
away from the PUA/West End than West Hill.
In a report to the EDDC Development Management
Committee of 7 February 2012 concerning a planning
application for 50 dwellings at Feniton it is stated: “the
Devon Structure Plan to 2016 Key Diagram Inset Map B
demonstrates that the PUA extends no further to the east than
the new community (Cranbrook) boundary”.
Relative growth
2.10 The Local Plan proposes a substantially greater percentage
housing growth in Ottery than any other East Devon town apart
from Axminster (where it is claimed the community supports a
very large number of houses to provide a new road).
2.11 Examining the housing totals for the seven East Devon towns
in the table on page 33 it can be seen that the proposed LP increase
shown in columns D and E for Ottery is 19%. Apart from
Axminster, Ottery faces a housing growth rate of more than twice
that of any other East Devon town. In fact the Ottery percentage
increase is more than four times that of Budleigh Salterton (3.7%),
of Exmouth (4.4%), of Seaton (4.9%), and of Sidmouth (1.1%).

SEE APPENDIX FOR ACTUAL FIGURES
The LP says that Ottery should have “modest growth”. But as can
be seen from the paragraph above Ottery is proposed to have a
very high level of growth.
Ottery Preferred Housing provision
2.12 Very many people have made clear that they like the way the
town is, and wish it to remain largely the same. Many people
appreciate the charm and character of Ottery, and wish to retain the
local distinctiveness.
2.13 Balancing the requirement for some development (and
especially the need to provide accommodation for local younger
and less well-off people), with the considerable constraints, and
taking account of the wishes of Ottery people it is concluded that
there should be a provision of
200 houses during the Plan period to 2026
This should be a maximum number, and should be to the west of
Ottery.
3. OTTERY EMPLOYMENT PROVISION
3.1 In preparing the East Devon Local Plan, EDDC ignored the
recommendations of Roger Tym concerning the provision of
employment land. As a result the Plan proposes a substantial overprovision of employment land across the District. DCC and Tym
both take the view that excessive provision across East Devon
would affect the viability of the strategic employment sites, as well
as damaging the market generally.
3.2 EDDC also ignored the specific recommendations of Tym
concerning employment land provision in Ottery, and proposed an

allocation substantially in excess of what Tym recommended (Tym
para 7.69 page 77: “Adding this area to that of site 3 would appear
to be well in excess of what is required for future employment
growth in Ottery St Mary”).
3.3 Taking account of land already allocated, but not yet
developed, it is concluded (in line with the Tym recommendation)
that there should be an allocation of
an additional 0.67 hectares of employment land
during the Plan period to 2026
4. INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1The necessary infrastructure must be provided at the same time
that development takes place.
4.2 OSMTC and I – backed by considerable public support – have
consistently asked that the EDLP must contain a reference to the
planned creation of a cycleway on the disused Feniton to Ottery to
Tipton to Sidmouth railwayline. This would create substantial
benefits for local people, and it would attract many people from
elsewhere – thus providing a substantial boost for the Ottery and
also the East Devon economy. It is vitally important that this
project is identified as something that the community of Ottery –
and beyond – wants, and would bring considerable benefits and aid
the regeneration of Ottery.

ROGER GILES
East Devon District Councillor (Ottery Town)
31 1 2012

Representor 1979 - Malcolm Roker
I watched the Prime Minister interviewed on Countryfile over the last two Sundays and was
delighted to hear him express his support for the maintenance of Agricultural Land. He also
stated that the Localism Bill demanded that greater respect and notice was to be given to local
residents’ opinions.
I had previously attended a meeting called by the Broadclyst Parish Council which
introduced to residents the East Devon District Council Plan to 2026. This Plan more than
doubles the size of the planned new town of Cranbrook, where development has commenced,
from 2,900 homes to around 7,000 and brings the development up to the edges of the village
of Broadclyst (current population some 2,000. This on top of the approximately 1,000
homes to be built just adjacent to the village at West Clyst which falls within the Broadclyst
Parish.
Both developments taking place on top quality agricultural land, Cranbrook
incorporates a flood plain which complicates the issue. The Council are also seeking
expansion within the village itself. We are fortunate in that Broadclyst falls within a large
National Trust Estate which is proving to be the saviour of some green fields - the reason so
many move to the area.
The original proposal for Cranbrook was strongly objected to by many residents, yet on that
occasion their views were ignored. The original plan was resisted by the Parish Council and
the word “desecration” led the coverage on the Parish Council Quarterly Magazine. The
District Council appears to have a reputation for ignoring the recommendations of the local
Parish Council which goes against the "localism" ideals.
There are more than enough
“Brown Field” sites throughout the District to cater for the current needs – I suspect that
Developers are not keen to undertake smaller projects because of their balance sheets however, I am sure that smaller local builders would welcome the opportunity and the Local
Authority would promote local business.
Houses on all these developments include a percentage of “affordable” housing but in the
main, are expensive properties which local people (average earnings in the South West are
well below national averages) cannot afford; a situation compounded by the lack of available
mortgages. The majority of growth in the area is represented by inward migration, generally
at the upper end of the age range and not seeking employment. Unemployment levels in the
area are below the national average but incorporate a high degree of seasonal employment.
The new Science Park has been commenced locally which has meant spoiling parkland and
the local airport is being expanded with the creation of a “Skypark” for industrial use which
is to be partly used for a regional distribution centre for Sainsburys and power generation for
the new town of Cranbrook. The Science Park benefits from a bridge over the Motorway
(M5) for cyclists (funded by Government) which is not connected at either end and has been
dubbed “the bridge to nowhere”. In the event that businesses are attracted in the short term
then the skills required are almost certainly not available locally in any number – the Met
Office experience should provide a learning block.
I have no objections to housing being sensibly built when there are employment opportunities
which cannot be filled locally and where the houses can be afforded by those who will fill

those jobs. Likewise a limited speculative industrial development is necessary and welcome.
Development on this scale when the economic situation is so difficult could leave the local
area looking like the developments featured in the Sunday Times article on Southern Ireland
last weekend. Rumours already abound of no “off plan” sales for Cranbrook and that
potential occupiers of the Science Park have withdrawn.
I understand that a relatively small development in West Devon was not taken up and was
sold to a housing organisation with a disastrous impact. What contingencies have the Local
Authority put in place to prevent such a situation?
In my opinion planning should be built upon a substantiated economic prediction which, in
turn, is predicated upon experience and “track record”. This justifies growth and mitigates
objections from those already enjoying the benefits of living in the region. There is
absolutely no sign of a rational economic study in the plan – any businessman will point out
that any strategy is valueless without numbers and, more importantly, the deviation (more
successful versus less successful) impacts which given the size of the projects I expect would
be very significant. Where are the mitigants should this arise?.
Moreover there appears to be no cost implications for the infrastructure necessary to sustain
these developments – I appreciate that Developers will make a contribution but the Local
Authority will be required to provide that infrastructure or moving into the housing ceases to
be attractive. I see no mention of the “cost of carry” and the impact upon future Council Tax
levels.

Representation No. 1980 T M Sweeney

Representor 1987 - Exmouth Liberal Democrats
Cllr. Steve Gazzard
11 Marpool Crescent
Exmouth EX8 3QJ

30 January 2012

Ross Sutherland
Planning Policy Officer
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth EX10 8HL
Dear Sir
Re; East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026
Please find below the Liberal Democrat Exmouth Town Councillors’ formal
response to the draft document, which we wish to be taken into account.
Exmouth Section: Chapter 10
Goodmore’s Farm Development. This is supported & as this is an
isolated area, infrastructure such as mains gas, a community centre,
shops & a pedestrian crossing must be included when development is
undertaken.
Delivery of Infrastructure: Chapter 19
The purpose of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is to mitigate
against the effects of developments & should be proportionately used in
those towns & villages which are being developed & not those which
have opted for no development. We understand that a percentage will be
apportioned to the District Council treasury, but the bulk must be used
locally.
The charging methods for the CIL are to be varied in the region of 25%30%, but we believe that all sites should be subject to a viability test. For
example, the CIL for development in The Avenues, Exmouth, should be
set at 50%, therefore no flat rate should be set for Exmouth as a whole.
We also have concerns regarding the capacity for school places, as
currently it appears that only Littleham Primary School has vacancies. If
proposals for 350 homes for Plumb Park are approved, there will be a
substantial increase in the demand for educational facilities, both
primary & secondary.

Thriving Communities: Chapter 16
It is essential that any developments embrace the needs of the
community, & that recreational & shopping facilities are included.

Climate Change: Chapter 17
We believe that sustainability should be a requisite in planned new
developments, such as renewable energy & insulation. EDDC need to
have clearer & more understandable policies & they should be
standardised across the district.
Development Policies: Chapter 21
H6 Conversion of existing dwellings & other buildings into flats. In
densely populated areas in Exmouth, such as The Colony, houses
should remain as single dwellings & should not be converted into flats &
bedsitters.

LEX 1 The Valley Parks, Exmouth. In order to facilitate the outcome, the
policy should be relaxed to allow some development, but this should be
done with sensitivity, otherwise what the policy is trying to protect will
not be effective.
LEX 4 The Waterfront, Exmouth. Harbour View Slipway should be
brought into public use in order to relieve the pressure & on-going
problems which exist at Mamhead & Belsher’s Sipways. It is situated
adjacent to a no bathing area, thereby reducing risks to swimmers.

LEX 5 Imperial Road Car Park/Bus Station/Estuary Car Park/ Exmouth
Town Ward. It is vital that the Leisure Centre is included in this policy.
The Leisure Centre is in an appropriate location & is easily accessible
by motorists, public transport users, cyclists & pedestrians. We believe
that Leisure East Devon (LED) should be appraised at the earliest
opportunity of the status & viability of the future of the site, as extensive
refurbishment is planned.
TO2 Principal Holiday Accommodation Areas. We request that the
principal accommodation area be extended to include the whole of the
Seafront & adjacent roads, Alexander Terrace, Imperial Road, St.
Andrews Road, Morton Road, Victoria Road, Maer Road, Maer Lane &
Foxholes.

Development of West End Chapter 7. Development of this area has a
substantial area of land & this could be used for almost all of EDDC’s
housing requirements up to 2026.

We trust that serious consideration will be given to our response to the
consultation on the Draft Local Plan 2006-2026.
Yours sincerely

Cllr. Steve Gazzard. Liberal Democrat Group Leader
Exmouth Town Council.

Representor 1993 - Bell Cornwell on behalf of Clinton Devon Estates

Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
DEVON
EX10 8HL
And by Email to: localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk
30 January 2012

Hook
Our Ref: JT/5499

Dear Sirs,
Representations to the New East Devon Local Plan: Consultation Draft
We act on behalf of Clinton Devon Estates and submit these representations in response
to the New East Devon Local Plan Consultation Draft.
SECTION 3: Vision for East Devon to 2026
Support is given to the overall vision to provide more balanced communities (para 3.10)
throughout the District where homes and jobs are better aligned. Support is particularly
given to the provision of major employment, housing and community facilities in
Exmouth and to modest growth at the main towns including Budleigh Salterton and
Seaton. Support is also given to the recognition that creative solutions need to be found
to meet the need affordable rural housing and employment.
Paragraph 3.6 recognises that whilst growth is to be concentrated at Cranbrook and
the key towns of Exmouth and Axminster that the other towns and villages will also
grow. This is important, to ensure (paragraph 3.10) that the needs of communities
continue to be met.
Support is given for finding creative solutions to meeting affordable rural housing and
employment needs and ensuring the changing needs of the elderly are met by
maintaining and supporting services that can be delivered locally.
Paragraph 3.12 recognises that there is need for balanced growth providing the
necessary facilities whilst protecting the countryside. It is important to note however
that the solution to balanced growth is not ‘no’ growth but that the necessary facilities,
services and infrastructure are provided to a high standard of design which respects the
local distinctiveness and environmental qualities of East Devon.
SECTION 6: Spatial Strategy Draft Policies DS1, DS2 and DS9
Whilst it is accepted that the focus of growth should be on the West End and on the main
towns within East Devon, paragraph 6.3 recognises that the villages and rural areas
also need to grow. Figures compiled by the RDA indicate that the reduction in average
household sizes is predicted to result in a need for an extra 32 homes per 1000
population to 2026 simply to maintain the population in rural areas. Without adequate
development many towns and villages will become dormitory communities and it is vital
that they become and remain self supporting. Consequently, there is a need for
sufficient development to be planned which will provide the necessary homes, affordable
housing, jobs, services and facilities to enable them to become self supporting places.
There is concern that the level and distribution of development set out in Draft DS1 and
DS2 will not achieve this: 50% of the distribution is allocated to the new community at
Cranbrook; 40% to the main towns. Further reference should be made to the Bell

Cornwell LLP Submission which goes into more detail over the overall spatial strategy for
development (DS1), scale and distribution (DS2) but the key conclusions to be drawn
are:
•

DS1 and 2: The justification for a reduction in overall level of housing provision
within the Plan compared with that identified in the Draft Regional Strategy is not
sufficiently robust. Consequently the total level of housing provision should be
reinstated to that identified in the Draft Regional Strategy at 17,100 dwellings.

•

DS9: There is over reliance on the rate of development at Cranbrook and it is
unlikely that it will deliver the estimated 6,000 dwellings within the Plan period.
Consequently the overall level of provision at Cranbrook within the Plan Period
should be reduced to 5,000 and the remained re-distributed across the District.

•

As a result of the necessity to increase the overall housing provision within the
District and to compensate for a slower than anticipated delivery rate at
Cranbrook, additional provision of nearly 3000 dwellings should be made
proportionately across the rest of the District.

Support is given for the recognition of Budleigh Salterton as an Area Centre (DS2) along
with the other main settlements of the District and the associated increase in allocation
there.
However, only 10% of new homes are proposed to be built in the smaller towns, villages
and rural areas. Since the Core Strategy Preferred Approach was published Autumn
2010, the proportion of development at Cranbrook has increased (with the consequential
concerns over delivery) whilst that at the main towns, villages and rural areas has been
reduced. Within ‘other villages retaining built-up area boundaries’ the proposed
allocation has been based on a rate of growth of just 5% (rather than the 10% proposed
in the previous draft) although we are told that this starting figure has been adjusted
according to the response of individual parishes. In some instances, this rate of ‘growth’
equates to just 1 allocated dwelling per year and none at all in ‘other villages, hamlets or
the countryside’. This level of development will not be sufficient to fulfill the housing
needs of the communities within these settlements; nor bring forward any/any
significant element of affordable housing, employment provision or any other essential
facilities or services required by the local communities during this period. A more
balanced approach should be taken in considering the appropriate allocation at each
individual settlement; rather than being solely based on the number of dwellings within a
village or on a gut feel from the local community a more scientific exercise would be to
balancing the size of the settlement with its role and function - the range of facilities and
services it already provides as well as those which it would require to become more selfsufficient.
Employment Provision and Proposed Employment Allocations (paragraphs 6.7 –
6.10)
Support is given to the proposed allocation of 3ha at Liverton Phase 3.
The Removal of Defined Settlement Boundaries (Paragraph 6.16)
Objection is made to the removal of defined settlement boundaries for some of the
smaller villages in particular Exton which is on the railway line between Exmouth and
Exeter.

Objection DS1 and 2: An additional 2,000 should be built into the overall housing
allocation to reflect the Draft Regional Strategy allocation and a more realistic
delivery rate should be applied to the strategic allocation at Cranbrook. The
residue arising from these adjusted allocations should be distributed
proportionately across the main towns and smaller villages.
Objection DS2: The proposed allocation at Budleigh Salterton should be treated in
the same way as for the other Area Centres as a strategic allocation and

constituent sites proposed within the new Local Plan.
Objection DS1: The 5% level of growth applied across the smaller towns, villages
and rural areas is insufficient to meet local housing needs and will not be capable
of bringing forward other necessary community infrastructure requirements.
Allocations at the individual settlements should be enhanced to the previously
proposed level of growth, 10%.
Objection paragraph 6.16 is made to the proposed deletion of the built up area
boundaries of the list of ‘other villages and hamlets’, in particular Exton which
benefits from the rail link between Exmouth and Exeter and other community
facilities.

Section 9: Budleigh Salterton DS16
Support is given to the recognition of Budleigh Salterton as an Area Centre. However,
the allocation of just 100 dwellings over the Plan Period is insufficient. Not only is this
figure less than the 5% suggested within the Plan as being sufficient for ‘growth’ (135
dwellings) it is also less than the RDA figures which identify the need for another 32
dwellings per 1000 population just for that population to stand still (taking into account
reduced household sizes) (156 dwellings required). When these figures are compared it
becomes obvious that the need for growth in Budleigh Salterton is in the region of at
least 150 additional dwellings.
As a recognised Area Centre the proposed allocation at Budleigh Salterton should be
allocated within the Local Plan rather than left to be determined through subsequent
plans.
Objection DS16:
•

Provision should be made for development of around 150 new homes through the
Local Plan.

•

Land should be allocated at Budleigh Salterton within the New Local Plan as a
strategic allocation.

Section 10: Exmouth Draft Policy DS17
As the largest town within East Devon support is given to the focus development on a
strategic scale here, including employment, housing, community and infrastructure
provision.
Specifically, support is given to the strategic allocations for approximately 3ha
employment land at Liverton Business Park Phase 3.
Support is also given to the allocation of land within the Littleham Valley for a strategic
housing allocation. However objection is made to the current proposal which has reduced
this allocation from approximately 500 dwellings identified within the Core Strategy
Preferred Approach to the current proposal for 190 dwellings.
Objection DS17:
•

The proposed allocation at Littleham Valley should be enhanced to re-establish
the level of development envisaged in the Core Strategy Preferred Approach: 500
dwellings.

Section 13: Seaton
The allocation of 150 dwellings at Seaton is supported. Whilst it is recognised that the
area around Seaton is of a high quality and worthy of protection, the requirement that all
new development should be contained within the exiting settlement boundary is ill

founded.
There are suitable sites around the town which would benefit from
development and when undertaken to a high development standard will also enhance
the existing fabric and surrounding area. Objection is therefore made to DS20 1) ‘To be
accommodated where possible within existing Built Up Area Boundaries’.
Objection DS20:
•

Criteria 1) should be amended to read: ‘…. High quality development, to be
accommodated on land which is well related to the existing Built Up Area
Boundaries’.

Section 15 Smaller Towns, Villages and Countryside
At paragraph 15.3 the Consultation Draft confirms that the Council’s primary focus for
rural development will be on maintaining population numbers which are naturally
declining due to the ageing population and smaller household sizes, meeting needs and
supporting the facilities and services available in rural areas whilst safeguarding the
natural and built environment. Paragraph 15.4 refers to the Taylor Review findings
which state that restrictive planning practices and shortfalls in affordable housing
contribute towards many villages becoming ‘unsustainable’ communities. This
recognition is welcomed and supported. However the restriction of growth in the rural
areas to just 5% is insufficient to ensure the existing population is maintained, let alone
grows. Without sufficient growth existing facilities and services will continue to decline
and communities become less self-sufficient rather than more sustainable.
At Paragraph 15.3 bullet point 2, para 15.9 and DS23: Support is given to the Policy
on Mixed Market and Affordable Housing outside Built UP Area Boundaries.
DS22: The ‘5% growth’ figures proposed at the small towns and villages are too low to
maintain the population and provide for even limited growth over the Plan period.
Proposed allocations of just 5 dwellings equating to just 1 dwelling every 3 years will do
nothing to maintain or support local facilities or services including the provision of rural
affordable housing needs. In particular we object to the allocations for Beer, Colaton
Raleigh, East Budleigh, Newton Poppleford, Otterton and Woodbury as being too low. All
of these settlements offer a range of accessible services and facilities which meet the
everyday needs of local residents and surrounding area. Only through sufficient levels of
development will these be maintained and enhanced public transport provision
encouraged.
Objection is made to Draft Policy DS23:
•

The nominal 5% growth identified for small towns and villages is inadequate
and should be increased to at least 10%.

Draft Policy DS29
Draft Strategy DS29 Affordable Housing Provision:
The principle of affordable housing provision is supported.
However objection is made to the following elements of the draft policy along with the
corresponding proposed changes:
•

Our clients consider that a threshold of one dwelling for the provision of affordable
housing is entirely unreasonable particularly in relation to those sites which would be
expected to provide 50% affordable housing. In such circumstances there would be
an automatic assumption that in every development where one or more units were
proposed, half of the scheme would have to be provided in the form of affordable
housing. Given that there is now almost no chance of securing social housing grant
or other subsidy for the affordable housing element, prospective developers would
be faced with the prospect of effectively giving away half of their scheme at a time

when sales values and developers returns are already reduced. A one unit threshold
will undoubtedly be seen a significant deterrent to those who might otherwise wish
to undertake development in the area. This is particularly relevant to smaller
developers who are much less able to support high levels of affordable housing. It is
considered that to require a full contribution for very small sites, particularly those
under 5 units, is likely to render most schemes unviable and the threshold should
therefore be raised to 5 units. This would still ensure that most new housing
schemes would be subject to an affordable housing requirement even within villages.
•

Draft Strategy 29 indicates that affordable housing will be required for all schemes
which result in one or more new homes be provided. For strategic development sites
in the West End and in the country towns, 25% affordable housing will normally be
sought, with 50% required in other circumstances. However there is inconsistency
within the Draft Strategy 29 where the lower affordable housing target is to be
applied within the ‘towns’ whereas the policy should apply to the full list of ‘Area
Centres’ including Budleigh Salterton and Sidmouth. Similarly there is discrepancy
between the size of strategic sites and the proposed threshold of ‘300 of more’. Not
all strategic sites identified are of this scale but they are nevertheless strategic sites
with the associated difficulties. All strategic housing land allocations should be
categorised as major sites.

•

The existing Local Plan target is for 40% affordable housing. Past experience
indicates that it is not viable for many schemes to deliver 40% provision. In the light
of the current economic situation and complete lack of social housing grant, it is
unlikely that delivery will increase by raising the affordable target to 50%. The
affordable target should therefore be reduced to a flat requirement across the
District regardless of site size but in any event should not exceed the existing level
of 40%. All requests for an affordable housing contribution should be subject to
viability considerations.

•

The
setting
of
general
thresholds
for
the
provision
of
affordable
housing/contributions should be subject to a viability assessment in addition to
consideration of viability and housing mix on a scheme by scheme basis.

•

Our clients acknowledge and welcome the recognition that Draft Strategy 29 gives to
the potential impact of development viability, mix and abnormal costs on the
amount of affordable housing which individual sites will be able to sustain. Given the
current and forecast economic climate and the need to facilitate rather than restrain
the delivery of new housing, having a flexible approach which recognises the
importance of viability related issues will be key to ensuring new housing comes
forward. However, the requirement for ‘full financial disclosure’ in determining
viability should be deleted and a recognised method for assessing viability such as
the residual method, referenced instead. This is too onerous, particularly on small
schemes.

Objection and Suggested Changes to Draft Strategy 29
•

‘Affordable housing will be required on all development within East Devon where
there is a net gain of one dwelling five dwellings. Within the areas defined in
the following table a A minimum of 25% of the dwellings shall be affordable
unless viability evidence shows that a higher percentage is achievable subject to
viability considerations. ….
Areas to which lower affordable housing target would apply:
The following towns: Axminster; Exmouth; Honiton; Ottery St Mary; Seaton;
Budleigh Salterton and Sidmouth;
….
(2) ‘Major’ is proposed as for 300 150 or more homes;
….

•

… Outside of the areas listed in the above table 50% 25% of the dwellings shall
be affordable subject to viability considerations.
The affordable housing
provision should seek to achieve a target of 70% social or affordable rent
accommodation and 30% intermediate or other affordable housing subject to
viability considerations.

•

The District Council will consider issues of development viability and housing
mix …. provided that the assessment process is completely transparent. and
there is full financial disclosure by stakeholders

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
Policy S6: Development in Green Wedges
There is no justification for the additional layer of control proposed through retention of
Green Wedges. Policy S5 adequately deals with protection of the countryside outside of
defined Built Up Area Boundaries.
Objection to policy S5 which should be deleted as having no justification.

Policy EN3: Land of Local Amenity Importance
Recognition is given to the importance of open spaces within settlements. However
more effective use of land can often be made through the rationalisation of existing uses
including land of local amenity importance. Consequently greater flexibility should be
built into the policy to allow for the development and re-provision of such areas.
Objection to Policy EN3: The policy should be reworded to give greater flexibility:
‘development of land shown on the proposals map as being Land of Local Amenity
Importance will be permitted where appropriate re-provision can be accommodated.’

Policy EN9: Extension, Alteration or Change of Use of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest
Policy EN9 rightly recognises the need to preserve the special architectural or historic
character of buildings and their settings. However it is also important that sufficient
flexibility is provided for in securing a use which will ensure a building’s long term
survival.
Objection to Policy EN9: The policy should be reworded to make provision for the long
term survival of listed buildings: ‘Development …. Will be permitted where it preserves
the special architectural or historic interest of the building or its setting taking into
account measures to secure it’s long term survival’.

Policy EN14: Development on High Quality Agricultural Land
Recognition is given to the need to secure high quality agricultural land. However there
is also a need to accommodate development in the most sustainable way. The greatest
level of conflict is likely to arise on the edges of existing settlements. Where this occurs,
a balance must be achieved. The policy therefore needs to allow for greater flexibility in
achieving a balance between potentially conflicting sustainability criteria.
Objection Policy EN14: The policy should be reworded to allow for greater flexibility in
determining potentially conflicting sustainability criteria: ‘… Planning permission for
development affecting such land will be granted where it can be demonstrated that it
provides the most accessible location in relation to the needs of the local community and

either:. …’

Policy H2: Residential Land Allocation
The local planning authority should allocate the small scale, non-strategic sites within a
follow on site specific allocations Local Plan document rather than relying on
Neighbourhood Plans or other local planning initiatives to bring them forward. The
reasons for this are multiple including at the local community level:
•

limited expertise;

•

limited resources available;

•

potential lack of consensus;

•

potential lack of will to allocate development sites; and

•

the limited resources available to the District Council to compensate or mitigate
for any or all of the above.

For all of these reasons it is highly likely that the programme for allocating the smaller
non-strategic sites will be delayed. Without a clear steer from the lpa by way of
allocations there will be the consequential implications on the housing land supply.
Objection Policy H2: should be amended to make clear that the lpa will seek to allocate
the smaller non-strategic sites through a) further consultation and site assessment work
on this Local Plan and b) A ‘follow on’ site specific allocation Local Plan document.
Reference to Neighbourhood Plans and other local planning initiatives should be deleted.

Policy H5: Affordable Housing on Exception Sites
Support. However recognition should also be made of the need for limited affordable
housing within smaller villages of less than 3,000 population.
Objection to Policy H5: Reword criteria 2: ‘The development is within or well related to a
village regardless of its size …’.

Policy E5 Rural Diversification
Support
Policy E6 Small Scale Economic Development in Rural Areas
Support
Policy E7 new
Development

employment

Provision

in

Association

Support
Policy E8 Extensions to Existing Employment Sites
Support

Yours sincerely,
BELL CORNWELL LLP

JANE TERRY BA Hons, Dip M, MRTPI

with

residential

Principal Planner
Direct Dial: 01256 382030
E-mail: jterry@bell-cornwell.co.uk

cc Client
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Planning Policy
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL

Dear Sir/Madam,
Representations to the East Devon Local Plan on behalf of the Escot Estate
These representations have been prepared by Savills on behalf of The Escot Estate which has an interest in
land at Feniton identified on the enclosed plan.
The Council in Draft Strategy 1 deals with the provision of housing and employment development up to 2026.
According to the Council, about 15,000 new homes should be provided and around 180 hectares of
employment land should be made available although it is recognised that 106 hectares is already committed.
The Strategy then goes on to state that the split between the West End of the District and the remainder of it
should be 50/50 with 40% of the overall provision going to the seven main towns.
It is noted that the document provides very little explanation as to how the figure of 15,000 homes has been
justified. We are aware, from attending LDF Panel meetings, that this figure was brought forward in the
summer/autumn of 2011 to be tested and to see whether it is a viable and credible option. In our opinion,
there has been very little time to properly assess the implications of what is, essentially, a reduction in overall
housing numbers compared to previous suggested levels of provision.
The Council has commissioned Roger Tym and Partners to assess suitable levels of growth. The final
Report published in December 2011 confirms, on page 47, that using ONS/CLG projections a minimum of
16,400 units is needed over the next twenty years (to 2031) and that with a 3% vacancy rate included the
figure should be nearer 17,000. This figure excludes any unplanned in migration from Exeter, as
acknowledged in paragraph 4.15 of the Roger Tym Report (October 2011).
As recently as 2008, draft RSS required 17,100 units be provided to 2026 within the district. The Core
Strategy Preferred Option Report suggested 16,400 and this figure was no doubt influenced by a number of
factors including the examination of housing trends and forecasts through the emerging (but now abandoned)
RSS process. The evidence base behind the RSS is still relevant to the consideration of options for housing
growth as are other factors.
We consider that the figure of 16,400 should be used as a minimum target. If Exeter cannot accommodate
its own planned levels of growth, then East Devon will be one District that caters for that overspill. The
obvious choice for accommodating further development is the West End of the District given the Council’s
preferred strategy. However, the history of delivery in the West End has been slow at best. Using the
disaggregated approach in calculating housing land supply, it is less than five years at present (we do not
advocate using the disaggregated approach but purely for illustrative purposes, it does demonstrate the
difficulties the Council faces in delivering housing in the District) and is unlikely to improve in the short, and
medium term. The Council will therefore have to take a more balanced approach to housing delivery across
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a
the District as a whole. It is appropriate that housing is targeted to those locations which allow it for it to be
delivered quickly; on sites that are constraint free; and, which are in sustainable locations.
The draft NPPF, in para. 14, states that: “At the heart of the planning system is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan making and
decision taking. Local planning authorities should plan positively for new development, and approve all
individual proposals wherever possible. Local planning authorities should:
Prepare Local Plans on the basis that objectively assessed development needs should be met, and with
sufficient flexibility to respond to rapid shifts in demand or other economic changes”.
Whilst the NPPF remains in draft at the time this representation is made, all the indications are that the
Government will continue to support development that is deemed to be sustainable and which can contribute
to meeting wider economic objectives. The advice is not just related to the Council’s consideration of
planning applications, it is also intended to encourage Council’s to introduce realistic growth into the Plan
making process taking into a variety of considerations but which can deliver housing. There is a real danger
that introducing unrealistic targets for growth both in terms of levels of growth and spatial distribution, will not
1
allow for wider planning objectives to be met. The lack of a five year housing land supply across the District ,
at present, confirms that the objectives of current prevailing policies and strategies which focuses
development towards the West End are not being met.
It should be noted that the whole strategy revolves around the West End being a focus for development with
the other parts of the District “trailing” behind. The driver for growth in this location was RPG10; emerging
RSS and the Devon Structure Plan. With each of those strategic plans being abolished/soon to be
abolished/expiring this is an ideal time for the Council to re-evaluate a strategic policy which has over recent
years failed to deliver suitable amounts of housing across the District. There is no reason why further
development cannot go to other sustainable locations in the District e.g. villages like Feniton with good public
transport links and a reasonable level of services, if that housing growth is balanced with suitable levels of
employment provision. The site shown on the attached is capable of delivering more than just solely housing
and benefitting the village greatly.
Notwithstanding, we do have a number of concerns regarding the strategic approach and strategic policies of
the Local Plan which we have covered in our representations, most notably relating to the approach taken
towards development at the small towns and villages (STV) with built-up area boundaries.
Draft Strategy 2 (Scale and Distribution of Development in East Devon)
In our view, it is vital to allow some growth in rural areas and in appropriate villages, and this is supported by
planning policy at the national level. In particular, PPS3 requires sustainable, inclusive and mixed
communities in rural areas. Whilst it is clear that the majority of development will be accommodated in the
Area Centres and West End, this should not be at the expense of addressing the various development needs
of East Devon’s villages.
We therefore consider that there is currently an under provision of new homes allocated to the STV’s, and
that the figure of 1,566 (including 770 new allocations) should be increased to reflect the needs of the rural
areas.
Draft Strategy 22 (Development at the Small Towns and Villages with Built-Up Area Boundaries)
We have concerns over the approach taken by the Council in formulating Draft Strategy 22. The new
approach is based on allocating housing numbers as a proportion of existing dwellings within the Built-up
Area Boundary of each settlement. A 5% figure for future allocations is used as a basis, when taken
alongside a similar percentage increase through windfall sites, to maintain existing population numbers and
address falling household sizes.
1

Using the 15,000 requirement 2006-2026
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The allocation of future development should not be based by placing such a high importance on setting a
broad maximum target of 5% of the size of each settlement. We consider that the Council’s approach is
flawed and unjustified, taking account of only one element of the sustainability of a small town or village.
Other factors, including the range of local services and facilities as well as the accessibility of a rural
settlement should be priority factors in determining which STV’s can accommodate the highest levels of
future growth.
We therefore consider that the Council should reconsider the distribution of housing allocated between the
STV’s under Draft Strategy 22 to reflect the sustainability of certain STV’s in terms of accessibility, range of
services and location. In particular, we consider that the level of new homes allocated to Feniton is a
significant underprovision and the sustainability of Feniton has been overlooked.
th

Feniton is the 6 largest of the 41 villages identified under Draft Strategy 22, with a population of around
2,000. It is well served by public transport with a mainline rail station on the Exeter – London Waterloo route,
supplemented by bus services. Indeed, Feniton, Lympstone, Exton and Whimple are the only villages to
benefit from railway stations.
Direct rail services are available to Exeter St David’s every 30mins, and to London Waterloo every 45mins,
which represents a significant advantage in terms of accessibility over the majority of other STV’s in East
Devon.
In terms of facilities, the following can be found in Feniton:
Primary School
Post Office
Dentist
Mobile NHS Services
General Store
Hairdressers
Youth Centre
Play Areas
Mobile Library
Sports and Social Club
Allotments
Sports Pitches
th

Feniton has been allocated the 6 highest level of housing of all the Small Town and Villages (STVs).
However, given the level of facilities offered in Feniton, and the mainline rail links, it is, in out view, clearly
appropriate for the village to be allocated a significantly higher level of residential development than the
current draft level of 35.
Future development at Feniton could assist in further enhancing the vitality and viability of the village, as well
as assisting in further enhancements to the existing rail links.
The Council should reconsider the approach to Draft Strategy 22, and the distribution of residential
development, to give priority to the most sustainable locations where good transport links already exist. It is
vital that villages such as Feniton are given the opportunity to enhance their self containment and overall
sustainability.
We consider that Feniton should attract additional residential development above and beyond the current
draft level of 35, and the land north of the village (see enclosed site location plan) is the most appropriate site
to accommodate the growth.
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Whilst the site is adjacent but outside the settlement boundary, it is considered that there are currently a lack
of available sites within the village, and therefore it will be necessary to allocate sufficient land for future
development on sites adjacent to the settlement boundary. By providing an extension to the north of the
village, this will avoid putting pressure on the existing urban area to accommodate future residential
development. PPS3 requires that sites for housing are suitable, available, achievable and therefore
deliverable. In this respect, it is concluded that the most appropriate area for residential development lies on
land to the north of the village, particularly on land identified on the enclosed site location plan.
The site does not fall within any protective landscape or planning policy designations. The site is within
walking distance of the mainline railway station, for which there are planned improvements to the Exeter to
London Waterloo line. The site is also closely located to local bus services and the National Cycle Network
cuts through the middle of the site. As a result, there are opportunities to reduce the need to travel and
increase the self containment of Feniton through the allocation of future development.
Around a third of the site could be made available for a mix of residential and small scale employment
opportunities. In addition the amount of land put forward would allow scope for either the enhancement of
existing facilities or new facilities on site, such as a relocated primary school, public open space, allotments
etc.
Whilst accepting that the site may not be suitable for development in total, we contend that a portion of it is,
with significant potential for land being made available for other uses such as small scale employment, public
open space and community facilities.
Draft Strategy 22 states that “where new housing is provided on the edge of settlements it should integrate
with new employment and community facilities”. In addition, paragraph 15.12 states that “Additional retail,
social and community facilities will be supported at all villages and contributions towards retention and/or
provision will be sought from new development”. It is considered that the site can contribute to both the future
housing requirement for Feniton and through the integration with new employment and community facilities
either on-site or through contributions towards existing facilities.
We request that the Council carefully consider the above comments in preparing the next draft of the Local
Plan, with particular attention to the level of housing allocated to the most sustainable STV’s such as Feniton,
and the ability of land to the north of Feniton to accommodate this growth.
Yours faithfully

Neal Jillings BSc(Hons) MA MRTPI
Associate
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Our Ref: EH/236202/195704
Planning Department
East Devon District Council
Knowle Lane
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

Ed Heynes
Consultant to Savills
The Forum
Barnfield Road
Exeter EX1 1QR
DL: +44 (0) 1392 455 719
T: +44 (0) 1392 455 700
savills.com

Dear Sir/Madam
East Devon District Council
The New East Devon Local Plan 2006 to 2026

We act on behalf of Devonshire Homes Ltd.
Our Client has an interest in land in Tipton St John which has previously been the subject of
representations to the Preferred Options version of the Core Strategy published in Autumn 2010. We
enclose an updated SHLAA form and a copy of the representations made previously for your
information.
In light of the fact that we have made submissions previously, further representations are now made
on behalf of our Client to The New East Devon Local Plan 2006 to 2026 (NEDLP – our abbreviation).
These representations focus on the overall levels of growth and its spatial distribution across the
District; the proposed levels and distribution of growth in Axminster; and, finally,
observations/commentary is made in relation into a number of general policies in the Plan.
a)

Overall levels of growth and spatial distribution in the District

The Council in Draft Strategy 1 deals with the provision of housing and employment development up
to 2026. According to the Council, about 15,000 new homes should be provided and around 180
hectares of employment land should be made available although it is recognised that 106 hectares is
already committed. The Strategy then goes on to state that the split between the West End of the
District and the remainder of it should be 50/50 with 40% of the overall provision going to the seven
main towns.
It is noted that the NELP provides very little explanation as to how the figure of 15,000 homes has
been justified. We are aware, from attending LDF Panel meetings, that this figure was brought
forward in the summer/autumn of 2011 to be tested and to see whether it is a viable and credible
option. In our opinion, there has been very little time to properly assess the implications of what is,
essentially, a reduction in overall housing numbers compared to previous suggested levels of
provision.
The Council has commissioned Roger Tym and Partners to assess suitable levels of growth. The
final Report published in December 2011 confirms, on page 47, that using ONS/CLG projections a
minimum of 16,400 units is needed over the next twenty years (to 2031) and that with a 3% vacancy
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rate included the figure should be nearer 17,000. This figure excludes any unplanned in migration
from Exeter.
As recently as 2008, draft RSS advocated 17,100 units be provided to 2026. The Council’s Preferred
Option Report suggested 16,400 and this figure was no doubt influenced by a number of factors
including the examination of housing trends and forecasts through the emerging (but now
abandoned) RSS process. The evidence base behind the RSS is still relevant to the consideration of
options for housing growth as are other factors.
It is clear that the figure of 16,400 should be used as a minimum using accepted and proven data. If
Exeter cannot accommodate its own planned levels of growth, then East Devon will be one District
that caters for that overspill. The obvious choice for accommodating further development is the West
End of the District given the Council’s preferred strategy. However, the history of delivery in the West
End has been slow at best. Using the disaggregated approach in calculating housing land supply, it
is less than five years at present (we do not advocate using the disaggregated approach but purely
for illustrative purposes, it does demonstrate the difficulties the Council faces in delivering housing in
the District) and is unlikely to improve in the short, and medium term. The Council will therefore have
to take a more balanced approach to housing delivery across the District as a whole. It is appropriate
that housing is targeted to those locations which allow it for it to be delivered quickly; on sites that are
constraint free; and, which are in sustainable locations.
The draft NPPF, in para. 14, states that:
“At the heart of the planning system is a presumption in favour of sustainable development, which
should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan making and decision taking. Local
planning authorities should plan positively for new development, and approve all individual proposals
wherever possible. Local planning authorities should:
Prepare Local Plans on the basis that objectively assessed development needs should be met, and
with sufficient flexibility to respond to rapid shifts in demand or other economic changes”.

Paragraph 19 states that Local Plans should be drawn up over an appropriate time scale, preferably
a 15 year time horizon, take account of longer term requirements (my emphasis), and be kept up to
date.
Whilst the NPPF remains in draft at the time this representation is made, all the indications are that
the Government will continue to support development that is deemed to be sustainable and which
can contribute to meeting wider economic objectives. The advice is not just related to the Council’s
consideration of planning applications, it is also intended to encourage Council’s to introduce realistic
growth into the Plan making process taking into a variety of considerations but which, ultimately, can
deliver housing. There is a real danger that introducing unrealistic targets for growth both in terms of
levels of growth and spatial distribution, will not allow for wider planning objectives to be met. The
lack of a five year housing land supply across the District, at present, confirms that the objectives of
current prevailing policies and strategies which focuses development towards the West End are not
being met.
Finally, it should be noted that the whole strategy revolves around the West End being a focus for
development with the other parts of the District “trailing” behind. The driver for growth in this location
was RPG10; emerging RSS and the Devon Structure Plan. With each of those strategic plans being
abolished/soon to be abolished/expiring this is an ideal time for the Council to re-evaluate a strategic
policy which has over recent years failed to deliver suitable amounts of housing across the District.
There is no reason why further development cannot go to equally sustainable locations in the District
e.g. Axminster, if that housing growth is balanced with suitable levels of employment provision.
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This approach is justified when considering the objectives of PPS3. A strategic objective, as set out
in paragraph 9, is the creation of “sustainable, inclusive, mixed communities in all areas, both urban
and rural”. Paragraph 20 of PPS3 states that the “key characteristics of mixed community are a
variety of housing, particularly in terms of tenure and price and a mix of different households such as
families with children, single person households and older people ”.
Paragraph 38 of PPS3 states that Local Planning Authorities should take into account “the need to
provide housing in rural areas, not only in market towns and local service centres but also in villages
in order to enhance or maintain their sustainability ”
PPS3 concludes that “developers should bring forward proposals for market housing which reflect
demand and the profile of households requiring market housing, in order to sustain mixed
communities. Proposals for affordable housing should reflect the size and type of affordable housing
required ”.
The Government’s objectives for rural areas is contained in Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable
Development in Rural Areas. Paragraph 3 refers to the need for the development plan to identify
preferred rural locations for development. Paragraph 4 states that “planning authorities should set out
in LDD’s their policies for allowing some limited development in, or next to, rural settlements that are
not designated as local service centres, in order to meet local business and community needs and to
maintain the vitality of these settlements ”.
Therefore further development to be distributed to the rural areas to meet local needs and to assist in
sustaining local communities should be considered.
b)

Proposed levels and distribution of growth in the Rural Areas;

The focus for this representation in relation to the rural areas is contained in Chapter 15 entitled
“Smaller Towns, Villages and Countryside”.
In paragraph 15.3, the objectives of the Council in relation to planning policy for the rural areas are
identified. The key objectives are to ensure that new development contributes towards making
places vibrant without being overwhelming. The Council considers that the primary focus will be on
maintaining population numbers which are declining; meeting local needs; supporting local services
and facilities; and, safeguarding, wherever possible, the natural and built environment.
These objectives are considered suitable. That said, we consider it appropriate to accommodate a
mix of both open market and local needs in most settlements in the District and not just the smaller
towns and villages as identified in bullet point 1. The introduction of the Policy on Mixed Market and
Affordable Housing outside Built-up Area Boundaries will allow for this to happen to some extent but
an unduly restrictive approach to housing provision in the rural areas which is advocated in Draft
Strategy 22 should not be introduced.
The Taylor Report, which the Council acknowledge in paragraph 15.4 is of relevance, states in its
introduction that “this country’s rural communities cannot stand still. Change is inevitable whether
development takes place or not, and the choices we make today will shape tomorrow’s character of
the market town’s, villages and hamlets that make up our countryside ”. Further, the introduction
makes reference to the result of “protecting? (his emphasis) villages from development and the
consequences of this policy approach.
Chapter 3 is entitled “Living Working Villages”. Paragraph 1 refers to an “overly narrow interpretation
of policies designed to protect the countryside which mistakenly (my emphasis) brands small
settlements as ‘unsustainable’ (his emphasis)”. One of the housing challenges facing villages is
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identified as a “restrictive planning regimes and shortfall of planned provision of new homes creating
an especially constrained supply of both (my emphasis) market and affordable homes7 ”.
Paragraph 38 that “as Local Planning Authorities prepare their Core Strategies and Development
Plan Documents, they should be considering sites in and around villages where appropriate
(reflecting local needs, and the importance of maintaining and improving environmental, economic
and social sustainability) for schemes that will provide a mix of private and affordable housing”.
Paragraph 42 states that “simply ruling out whole categories of villages as unsustainable, as too
many local plans currently do, ignores the potential for enhancing the sustainability of many smaller
rural communities, and the real needs of those who live and work there. The process of allocating
sites for mixed development should be implemented in a wider range of communities than is typical
today”.
The Council, in Draft Strategy 22, has firstly, identified settlements which are considered appropriate
to accommodate further growth and secondly, has proposed a growth rate of 5% (in terms of
housing) of the levels of existing housing in each particular settlement. In paragraph 15.17, the
Council state that it is acceptable for this figure to be exceeded if that is the wish of the local
community.
We consider that this is an over simplistic approach to deciding the strategy for accommodating
development in the rural settlements and appears to one of planning by numbers. The introduction of
these figures is done so in an arbitrary way. The threshold approach does not allow for flexibility in
dealing with situations where the level of services and facilities in a settlement may support further
development; where the physical characteristics of a settlement may allow for increased development
without causing harm to the natural and built environment; and where there is a accepted high level
of need for housing of various types. Conversely, is it acceptable to accommodate the level of
growth proposed in a settlement that does not necessarily have a sufficient level of services and
facilities to accommodate growth in a sustainable way?
The need to introduce both affordable and open market housing in a range of settlements is
important. Whilst levels of housing need are high in rural areas there are those who can afford
homes in rural areas and to prevent individuals from living in local communities of their choice is
contrary to Government advice. As paragraph 9 of PPS3 states ‘the Government’s key housing
policy goal is to ensure that everyone has the opportunity of living in a decent home, which they can
afford, in a community where they want to live’. The provision of open market housing can also
assist in delivery of affordable housing. Whilst the use of cross subsidisation as a mechanism to
deliver affordable housing has, in the past, been frowned upon, given the shortage of affordable
housing in the District and the fact that annual targets and levels of provision are not being met (with
the delivery of affordable housing being a key objective of the Council’s Corporate Strategy) then all
means should be considered to assist in its delivery. The introduction of Draft Strategy 23 goes
some way to doing this but even then the limit of 15 units within the Policy/Strategy appears to be
arbitrary and flexibility should again be introduced into the policy to allow for more houses to be
provided (with the ratio of affordable to open market being the same – see comments elsewhere)
where the particular circumstances of the site/settlement allows for that to happen.
A far better approach is to adopt a hierarchical approach as advocated by the existing Local Plan;
potentially abandon the use of Built-up Area boundaries (or adopt them in a more flexible way) and
introduce a criteria based policy against which proposals can be assessed. The Council can use the
development management process to “control” development and reject proposals that are unsuitable.
This would introduce a more flexible approach which could lead to the creation of well balanced and
thriving local communities which Government planning policy advocates. The proposed approach in
the NELP does not allow for flexibility and could be potentially damaging where the needs of
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communities are not being met. The Council suggest that increased development could occur where
communities want it but in all reality this is unlikely to happen.
With respect to employment, the creation of job opportunities, particularly where the “traditional”
employment base of rural communities i.e. agriculture/industry is diversified is welcomed. However
the Strategy aim of creating one new job opportunity is unrealistic as levels of employment in rural
areas are not high and there will inevitably be a certain level of commuting to larger settlements
where there are existing job opportunities and where the majority of new employment development is
targeted. We are not resisting the notion of creating job opportunities as stated earlier, but the use of
this criteria could, if the Council wished, prevent much needed housing in rural areas being provided.
If the Council does decide to allocate sites for development in smaller settlements then this site is a
candidate, at least in part, for the reasons as set out in the previous representations a copy of which
is attached to this submission.
c)

Other Strategy’s/Policies

With respect to the general policies contained in Chapter 16 through to Chapter 21 we have the
following comments to make.
•

•

•
•

•
•

Draft Strategy 23 – Flexibility should be introduced to allow for 1) an increase in the number
of units to be provided in a scheme above 15 where circumstances allow and 2) the split
between affordable/open market housing should weigh in favour of the affordable housing
but the exact level should be determined by viability studies and/or the level of need in a local
area.
Draft Strategy 26 – Whilst we recognise the need to create jobs as part of the overall
development strategy of the Plan we do not consider it appropriate to adopt Criterion 1. How
is this to be achieved and measured as part of a development proposal? With respect to
Criterion 2 to identify a specific match of employment land to a quantum of residential
development is inappropriate. Allocated sites should provide the bulk of employment land in
sustainable locations. The Council has not justified why 1 hectare is an appropriate level of
development in terms of the ratio to housing proposed. The provision of this level of
employment land could bring into question the viability of the scheme in question. Further
evidence needs to be provided by the Council in relation to this part of the Policy/Strategy.
The Policy also states that mixed use development sites will be allocated in the villages – but
the Chapter on Small Towns and Villages does not state this.
Para. 16.15 – There is no need to provide an equivalent area of employment land as for any
residential scheme to be considered acceptable it will need to be proven that employment
land is no longer required in that location.
Draft Strategy 29 – Reference should be made to evidence required to justify the provision of
affordable housing. It is not appropriate to define the type of provision in terms of the split
between rent and intermediate/other forms of affordable housing. In the current and
foreseeable future with the achievement of funding difficult in many cases a carefully
considered proposals need to come forward. Such initiatives may be thwarted by a rigorous
application of the levels of provision as contained in the Policy. Furthermore the Policy
should define local need and make it clear that whilst the priority will be to accommodate
those in need in the parish/ward within which the housing is to be provided, those in need
from surrounding parishes and the wider District will be considered.
Draft Strategy 30 – It is inappropriate to specify numbers of spaces to be provided in each
settlement as this will restrict flexibility in meeting need and demand over the lifespan of the
Plan.
Draft Strategy 32 - It is inappropriate to specify exact standards as this will restrict flexibility in
meeting need and demand over the lifespan of the Plan.
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•
•
•

•
•

•

Para. 20.3/20.4 – It is not appropriate to use a disaggregated approach. This is not
recognised in PPS3 and recent appeal decisions in East Devon confirm this fact.
Policy D1 – Delete the word “Reinforce” in line 1 and replace with the words “Take into
account and reflect … ”
Policy H2 – This should be deleted. The Council are uncertain in their approach and should
only make reference to allocated sites when they are certain as to how they are to be
pursued through the planning process. In terms of inviting commentary on sites that may be
suitable (should allocations be pursued) we have outlined in this submission the merits of this
site. Furthermore a SHLAA form has been completed.
Policy E1 – See bullet point immediately above.
Policy E7 – The need and provision of employment floorspace should be justified so as to
ensure that it is not brought forward unnecessarily and lead to the ineffective and inefficient
use of land. There will be occasions where it is not possible or practical to provide
employment uses and the policy should reflect this.
Policy RE2 – The Policy is supported.

We trust you find these comments to be helpful. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours faithfully

Consultant to Savills (L and P) Ltd
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Land at Woodbury

1.

Introduction

1.1

This report has been produced by Savills on behalf of Mr S Austin who owns the land
shown in Appendix 1.

The site encompasses approximately 2.1 hectares of

agricultural land and an existing residential dwelling and is almost wholly surrounded
by existing built development. The site lies sandwiched between two separate areas
of built development, and is bordered by the B3179, which runs along the western
boundary of the site. The site lies outside of, but surrounded by, the built up area
boundary of Woodbury. Despite the site’s identification within a Conservation Area,
the site represents one of the most realistic locations for the growth that the Core
Strategy expects at Woodbury.
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2.

Planning Context

Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing
2.1

A strategic objective of central government is set out in paragraph 9 of PPS as the
creation of “sustainable, inclusive, mixed communities in all areas, both urban and
rural”. Paragraph 20 of PPS3 states that the “key characteristics of mixed community
are a variety of housing, particularly in terms of tenure and price and a mix of different
households such as families with children, single person households and older
people”.

2.2

Paragraph 38 of PPS3 states that Local Planning Authorities should take into account
“the need to provide housing in rural areas, not only in market towns and local service
centres but also in villages in order to enhance or maintain their sustainability”

2.3

PPS3 concludes that “developers should bring forward proposals for market housing
which reflect demand and the profile of households requiring market housing, in order
to sustain mixed communities. Proposals for affordable housing should reflect the
size and type of affordable housing required”.

Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas
2.4

The Government’s objectives for rural areas include “thriving, inclusive and
1

sustainable rural communities ”. Paragraph 3 refers to the need for the development
plan to identify preferred rural locations for development. Paragraph 4 states that
“planning authorities should set out in LDDs their policies for allowing some limited
development in, or next to, rural settlements that are not designated as local service
centres, in order to meet local business and community needs and to maintain the
vitality of these settlements”.

Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
2.5

For the time being, the RSS for the South West (previously RPG10) remains part of
the development plan. It is relatively, although not totally, restrictive on development
in rural areas. Policy SS19 states that “market towns should be the focal points for

1

Para. (i) – The Government’s Objectives
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development…outside market towns development should be small scale and take
place primarily within or adjacent to existing settlements, avoiding scattered forms of
development”.

However, Policy HO4 on housing in rural areas states that “local

authorities…should make provision for limited additional housing within or adjacent to
settlements in rural areas…in circumstances where it will support local services which
could become unviable without some modest growth (or)…it is required to meet the
needs of the rural communities”. The underlying policy context is that any growth is
limited to that relating to local needs only.
2.6

RSS for the South West proposes a hierarchy represented by Development Policies
A, B and C. The latter relates to ‘Development at Small Towns and Villages’.

2.7

Supporting text in chapter 3 of the draft RSS states that “the rural areas of the South
West represent a major asset of the region2”. Furthermore “the RSS aims to ensure
that the region has vital and viable rural communities and recognises their social,
economic and cultural importance to the wider rural area. In order to enable these
rural communities to thrive, the RSS provides for small scale development…in
villages and towns over the next 20 years ”. The RSS leaves it to individual local
3

planning authorities to identify villages and towns as being suitable for development
through the Local Development Framework preparation process.
2.8

The RSS recognises that a slightly different approach needs to be taken, stating that
“the scale and nature of development in rural communities needs to be managed
more carefully than has been the case over the last 20 years if the most sustainable
approach to development is to be delivered across the region 4”. Supporting text goes
on to state that “targeted small scale development for housing in accessible village
communities will be appropriate if it is clearly related to identified local needs. In
many cases the emphasis will be on the provision of affordable, rather than market,
housing ”.
5

2.9

Development Policy C states that “in small towns and villages greater self
containment and stronger local communities will be promoted by making provision

2

Para. 3.5.1
Para. 3.5.1
Para. 3.5.2
5
Para. 3.5.3
3
4
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that…extends the range of service to better meet the needs of the settlement and its
surrounding area (and) meets identified local housing needs”.

Devon Structure Plan
2.10

The adopted Devon Structure Plan still forms part of the Development Plan. Policy
ST16 refers to the need to identify Local Centres but also to the fact that “outside of
Local Centres, there may be scope for small scale development which supports the
need for local regeneration”.

East Devon Local Plan 2006
2.11

The site adjoins, but is outside of the existing built up boundary for Woodbury.
Woodbury is identified under adopted and saved Local Plan Policy S3 as a village
“offering a range of services and facilities and through the definition of built up area
boundaries they are regarded as appropriate to accommodate a limited scale of
future development”.

2.12

Policy S5 identifies land outside of Built Up Area Boundaries as countryside, where a
restrictive approach to development proposals is applied.
East Devon Local Development Framework

2.13

The Local Planning Authority published its consultation LDF Issues and Options
Report in December 2008.

Section 16 was entitled ‘Promoting Vibrant and

Sustainable Rural Communities’ where the Local Planning Authority sought views on
how to define appropriate locations for rural development.

The “facilities” based

approach was raised as a potential means of doing so, although a more nuanced
“wider issues” approach was also highlighted.
being more appropriate.

We favour the latter approach as

Although, a relatively old document from the previous

administration we consider that the conclusions of the Taylor Report remain a
relevant consideration for the Local Planning Authority in finalising its Core Strategy.
We make reference to relevant sections in the next section.
2.14

Within the Core Strategy Preferred Approach Consultation Document, the “Vision for
East Devon to 2031” states that;
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“In delivering growth at the market and coastal towns and rural communities, the
challenge will be to provide all the necessary facilities whilst protecting East Devon’s
outstanding quality of life and very special environment; this includes the World
Heritage Coast site, as well as the Blackdown Hills and East Devon Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. The key is to respond sensitively to the needs for more
balanced communities without damaging the environmental qualities that we cherish.
The local distinctiveness of East Devon in both landscape and building traditions will
be supported and we will set the agenda and design standards for future progressive
development.”
2.15

Map 2 within the Preferred Approach sets out the “Spatial Vision for the future of East
Devon”. This plan is shown below, which identifies the main settlements for growth.
Woodbury is shown as a hub settlement.

2.16

Section 6 sets out the Spatial Strategy for East Devon. Draft Policy CS1 provides for
a strategic housing requirement of 16,400 between 2006 and 2026. Draft Policy CS2
then distributes this between the large strategic development, in the “West End”, the
six Area Centres, sixteen hub settlements and twenty seven “other villages retaining
built up boundaries”. Woodbury is identified as one of the hub ‘small towns and
villages’ grouping where approximately 1,300 dwellings are expected to be spread
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between the identified villages. Taking existing commitments into account, the Local
Planning Authority considers that an average provision per village will be in the order
of approximately 50 dwellings. Draft policy CS20 provides further detail on growth at
hub settlements and clarifies that ‘there will be flexibility over dwelling numbers to
reflect size of settlements, local needs, local aspirations for growth and potential site
characteristics’.
2.17

The Core Strategy specifically identifies areas for growth in the “West End” of the
plan area as well as at Axminster, Exmouth and Honiton. The table under Draft
Policy CS2 sets out that all other growth, including at hub settlements, totalling 4,150
(including commitments) will be provided through an additional Development Plan
Document.
strategy.

This representation, therefore, can only make comment on broad
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3.

Taylor Review

3.1

The 2008 report to the Government by Matthew Taylor MP entitled “Living Working
Countryside: The Taylor Review of Rural Economy and affordable Housing” remains
relevant.

3.2

The introduction to the report states that “this country’s rural communities cannot
stand still. Change is inevitable whether development takes place or not, and the
choices we make today will shape tomorrow’s character of the market town’s, villages
and hamlets that make up our countryside ”. The introduction also makes reference
6

to the previous policy approach of ‘protecting’ (his emphasis) villages from
development and the unfortunate, and unintended, consequences of this policy
approach; the loss of services and facilities, increased affordability problems etc.
3.3

Chapter 3 is entitled “Living Working Villages”. Paragraph 1 refers to an “overly
narrow interpretation of policies designed to protect the countryside which mistakenly
(my emphasis) brands small settlements as ‘unsustainable’ (his emphasis)”. One of
the housing challenges facing villages is identified as a “restrictive planning regimes
and shortfall of planned provision of new homes creating an especially constrained
supply of both (my emphasis) market and affordable homes7”.

3.4

Paragraph 38 that “as Local Planning Authorities prepare their Core Strategies and
Development Plan Documents, they should be considering sites in and around
villages where appropriate (reflecting local needs, and the importance of maintaining
and improving environmental, economic and social sustainability) for schemes that
will provide a mix of private and affordable housing”.

3.5

Paragraph 42 states that “simply ruling out whole categories of villages as
unsustainable, as too many local plans currently do, ignores the potential for
enhancing the sustainability of many smaller rural communities, and the real needs of
those who live and work there. The process of allocating sites for mixed development
should be implemented in a wider range of communities than is typical today”.

6
7

Para.1 - Introduction
Para. 3 – ch.3
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3.6

The approach put forward in this brief report of allowing some market housing in
certain villages, in this case Woodbury, is backed up by the recognition that “the scale
and pace of increased house prices over recent years has created severe housing
need among working people on average incomes, not just those traditionally needing
social housing ”. This is part of a wider view that housing need encompasses all
8

forms of housing, i.e. open market housing for those who can afford market prices
need to be catered for, as do those who require social rented and intermediate
housing.

8

Para. 48 – ch. 3
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4.

Site and Proposals

4.1

We accept that the Core Strategy will not make allocations beyond the three Area
Centres and the strategic development in the West End. We, however, consider that
it is beneficial to set out further detail to provide support in general terms to the Local
Planning Authority’s approach. The plan in Appendix 1 shows the land at Woodbury
as one of the most appropriate locations to provide for limited growth up to the year
2026.

4.2

In broad terms we support this Core Strategy in providing for a dispersed growth
pattern that provides an obvious focus on the main strategic areas but also
recognises the needs of forty three smaller settlements. As recognised in the Taylor
Report, Local Planning Authorities should not fall into the trap of defining villages as
“unsustainable” and imposing unreasonable limits on some growth occurring.

4.3

In our view, the figures of 50 and 20 are arbitrary and one would hope that these
figures are not dogmatically adhered in limiting otherwise acceptable growth. There
may be limited opportunities for growth in some identified hub settlements for
instance, due to the AONB designation for instance, so that growth is limited to much
less than the envisaged 50. Similarly, in respect of the ‘other villages’ there will be
constraints that limit development far below 20. By the same token, subject to all
considerations being addressed, such as drainage, highways and landscape impact
for instance, there will be opportunities in some villages, such as Woodbury, to
provide increased levels of development beyond the notional figure of 50 dwellings.

4.4

We consider that the stated growth of 800 dwellings over the 16 hub settlements
should be dispersed appropriately according to the individual characteristics of each
settlement’s needs. In short, whilst the Core Strategy refers to approximately 50
dwellings per village, we consider that the allocations process in the later DPD should
not take this standard figure and apply it to all settlement. Some settlements have
more capacity to accommodate a greater level of development and a greater need for
a higher level of development based on the existing role and function of that
settlement and how it interacts with other nearby settlements. We consider that the
Core Strategy should make this clearer, as the document reads as if there is a
standard ‘one size fits all’ approach to growth in all of the identified villages. We
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accept that this is stated within the text of draft policy CS20, but consider that it
should also be clearly stated within draft policy CS2.
4.5

The site shown in Appendix 1 is capable of being developed with relatively limited
visual impact, primarily because it is almost wholly surrounded by built development.
The village has a good level of basic facilities, including a primary school, a pub and a
shop and limited development will help to sustain these services. The inset map
below shows the site as falling within the Woodbury Conservation Area.

4.6

With regard to the Conservation Area designation, we note the contents of the
Woodbury Conservation Area Appraisal. The appraisal states that the Conservation
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Area was designated in 1986 and sets out how different elements contribute to the
character and appearance of the area.

The site is not identified as making an

important contribution to the character and appearance of the Conservations. It is
noted that the village centre offers considerable scope for enhancement and that any
future development proposals should have particular regard to the historic character
and appearance of the village.
4.7

Various maps appended to the appraisal identify important features. The property
known as Oakhayes to the north of the site is identified as being listed. In addition,
certain trees, and groups of trees, on the boundary of the site are identified as
important features on map two. An example is shown below.

4.8

There is a statutory duty for the Local planning Authority to preserve or enhance the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area. In addition to this, the LPA
must balance the identified need for approximately 50 dwellings and, putting
protective designations to one side, also ensure that any new development is in the
best location and is capable of ‘knitting in’ to the existing built form. If it is accepted
that there should be some limited development at Woodbury between 2006 – 2026,
then the site subject of this representation is one of the most appropriate locations for
this development to occur. Given the site’s characteristics, we believe that part of the
identified site can be developed for residential purposes, with a neutral and possibly a
positive effect on the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.

The

existing stone walling acts as a significant visual buffer when viewed from the B3179
and The Arch. There are limited views of this particular area of open space, which
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presumably led the LPA not to identify it as a particularly important feature
contributing to the Conservations Area. In addition to this, we contend that a limited
amount of development on part of the identified site could potentially contribute to
identified enhancement of the village centre.
4.9

We accept that the Core Strategy will not allocate sites within villages, but consider
that it is necessary to set out how the levels of development proposed can actually be
achieved within individual villages. As such, we highlight the suitability of the land
shown in Appendix 1 in support of the spatial strategy as set out in the Core Strategy.

4.10

Any housing development will, of course, be required to deliver a proportion of
affordable housing as part of an overall scheme. The site shown in Appendix 1 has
no abnormal costs, is readily developable and can deliver the requisite affordable
housing. It is noted that delivery of rural affordable housing is a particular issue for
the district (as highlighted by the recent interim policy position on the subject).
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5.

Conclusion

5.1

In conclusion, in broad terms, we support the Local Planning Authority with regard to
the impact of its spatial strategy on the village of Woodbury and, specifically, the land
shown in Appendix 1.

We support an approach whereby the needs of rural

settlements are specifically addressed by the Core Strategy clearly stating that a
certain level of growth is to be expected. We do however, consider that the Core
Strategy should make it clear in CS2 that a figure of approximately 50 dwellings is not
necessarily a target to be applied across all of the 16 hub settlements and that some
settlements will, subject to technical and other issues, be expected to accommodate
more than this notional average provision.
5.2

We accept that the Core Strategy will not allocate this land, but consider it is
necessary to clearly set out one of the constituent pieces of land that will ultimately
deliver the overall spatial strategy for the Local Planning Authority. We commend
that land shown in Appendix 1 and will be pursuing satisfactory development of this
land through the policy and development management process.

31 January 2012

Planning Policy
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL

bc
Neal Jillings BSc(Hons) MA MRTPI
E: njillings@savills.com
DL: +44 (0) 1392 455 719
F: +44 (0) 1392 455 701
The Forum
Barnfield Road
Exeter EX1 1QR
T: +44 (0) 1392 455 700
savills.com

Dear Sir/Madam,
Representations to the East Devon Local Plan on behalf of Mr S Austin
These representations have been prepared by Savills on behalf of Mr S Austin who has an interest in land at
Woodbury identified on the enclosed plan. This brief representation provides comment on the Plan’s
approach to housing in the rural areas. A brief representation was made in respect of the Core Strategy
Preferred Approach in 2010 and we append this for completeness.
The site shown on the attached plan encompasses approximately 2.1 hectares of land and an existing
residential dwelling and is almost wholly surrounded by existing built development. The site lies sandwiched
between two separate areas of built development, and is bordered by the B3179, which runs along the
western boundary of the site. The site lies outside of, but surrounded by, the built up area boundary of
Woodbury. Despite the site’s identification within a Conservation Area, the site represents one of the most
realistic locations for the growth that the Core Strategy expects at Woodbury. The site’s impact on the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area could be adequately managed. Access can potentially
be gained via the land outlined in blue or from the south.
Paragraph 38 of PPS3 states that Local Planning Authorities should take into account “the need to provide
housing in rural areas, not only in market towns and local service centres but also in villages in order to
enhance or maintain their sustainability”. We therefore welcome the continuing policy desire to provide for
the rural housing needs at places like Woodbury. In principle, we support the thrust of Draft Strategy 22.
The Council in Draft Strategy 1 deals with the provision of housing and employment development up to 2026.
According to the Council, about 15,000 new homes should be provided and around 180 hectares of
employment land should be made available although it is recognised that 106 hectares is already committed.
The Strategy then goes on to state that the split between the West End of the District and the remainder of it
should be 50/50 with 40% of the overall provision going to the seven main towns.
It is noted that the document provides very little explanation as to how the figure of 15,000 homes has been
justified. We are aware, from attending LDF Panel meetings, that this figure was brought forward in the
summer/autumn of 2011 to be tested and to see whether it is a viable and credible option. In our opinion,
there has been very little time to properly assess the implications of what is, essentially, a reduction in overall
housing numbers compared to previous suggested levels of provision.
The Council has commissioned Roger Tym and Partners to assess suitable levels of growth. The final
Report published in December 2011 confirms, on page 47, that using ONS/CLG projections a minimum of
16,400 units is needed over the next twenty years (to 2031) and that with a 3% vacancy rate included the
figure should be nearer 17,000. This figure excludes any unplanned in migration from Exeter, as
acknowledged in paragraph 4.15 of the Roger Tym Report (October 2011).
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As recently as 2008, draft RSS required 17,100 units be provided to 2026 within the district. The Core
Strategy Preferred Option Report suggested 16,400 and this figure was no doubt influenced by a number of
factors including the examination of housing trends and forecasts through the emerging (but now abandoned)
RSS process. The evidence base behind the RSS is still relevant to the consideration of options for housing
growth as are other factors.

We consider that the figure of 16,400 should be used as a minimum target. If Exeter cannot accommodate
its own planned levels of growth, then East Devon will be one District that caters for that overspill. The
obvious choice for accommodating further development is the West End of the District given the Council’s
preferred strategy. However, the history of delivery in the West End has been slow at best. Using the
disaggregated approach in calculating housing land supply, it is less than five years at present (we do not
advocate using the disaggregated approach but purely for illustrative purposes, it does demonstrate the
difficulties the Council faces in delivering housing in the District) and is unlikely to improve in the short, and
medium term. The Council will therefore have to take a more balanced approach to housing delivery across
the District as a whole. It is appropriate that housing is targeted to those locations which allow it for it to be
delivered quickly; on sites that are constraint free; and, which are in sustainable locations.
The draft NPPF, in para. 14, states that: “At the heart of the planning system is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan making and
decision taking. Local planning authorities should plan positively for new development, and approve all
individual proposals wherever possible. Local planning authorities should:
Prepare Local Plans on the basis that objectively assessed development needs should be met, and with
sufficient flexibility to respond to rapid shifts in demand or other economic changes”.
Whilst the NPPF remains in draft at the time this representation is made, all the indications are that the
Government will continue to support development that is deemed to be sustainable and which can contribute
to meeting wider economic objectives. The advice is not just related to the Council’s consideration of
planning applications, it is also intended to encourage Council’s to introduce realistic growth into the Plan
making process taking into a variety of considerations but which can deliver housing. There is a real danger
that introducing unrealistic targets for growth both in terms of levels of growth and spatial distribution, will not
1
allow for wider planning objectives to be met. The lack of a five year housing land supply across the District ,
at present, confirms that the objectives of current prevailing policies and strategies which focuses
development towards the West End are not being met.
It should be noted that the whole strategy revolves around the West End being a focus for development with
the other parts of the District “trailing” behind. The driver for growth in this location was RPG10; emerging
RSS and the Devon Structure Plan. With each of those strategic plans being abolished/soon to be
abolished/expiring this is an ideal time for the Council to re-evaluate a strategic policy which has over recent
years failed to deliver suitable amounts of housing across the District. There is no reason why further
development cannot go to other sustainable locations in the District e.g. villages like Woobury with good
public transport links and a reasonable level of services, if that housing growth is balanced with suitable
levels of employment provision. The site shown on the attached is capable of delivering more than just solely
housing and benefitting the village greatly.
Notwithstanding, we do have a number of concerns regarding the strategic approach and strategic policies of
the Local Plan which we have covered in our representations, most notably relating to the approach taken
towards development at the small towns and villages (STV) with built-up area boundaries.
Draft Strategy 2 (Scale and Distribution of Development in East Devon)
In our view, it is vital to allow some growth in rural areas and in appropriate villages, and this is supported by
planning policy at the national level. In particular, PPS3 requires sustainable, inclusive and mixed
1
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communities in rural areas. Whilst it is clear that the majority of development will be accommodated in the
Area Centres and West End, this should not be at the expense of addressing the various development needs
of East Devon’s villages.
We therefore consider that there is currently an under provision of new homes allocated to the STV’s, and
that the figure of 1,566 (including 770 new allocations) should be increased to reflect the needs of the rural
areas.
Draft Strategy 22 (Development at the Small Towns and Villages with Built-Up Area Boundaries)

We have concerns over the approach taken by the Council in formulating Draft Strategy 22. The new
approach is based on allocating housing numbers as a proportion of existing dwellings within the Built-up
Area Boundary of each settlement. A 5% figure for future allocations is used as a basis, when taken
alongside a similar percentage increase through windfall sites, to maintain existing population numbers and
address falling household sizes.
The allocation of future development should not be based by placing such a high importance on setting a
broad maximum target of 5% of the size of each settlement. We consider that the Council’s approach is
potentially a bit simplistic, taking account of only one element of the sustainability of a small town or village.
Other factors, including the range of local services and facilities as well as the accessibility of a rural
settlement should be priority factors in determining which STV’s can accommodate the highest levels of
future growth. Regardless of the general level of growth, we consider that the land shown on the attached
can contribute to meeting the future housing needs of Woodbury during the plan period.
In summary, we consider that;
·
·
·

The overall housing target should be increased to become more in line with what was proposed in the
Core Strategy Preferred Approach Report;
A proportion of this increase should be apportioned to the rural areas in general
That the land shown on the attached plan is a suitable location for limited growth to meet the future
housing needs of Woodbury.

We request that the Council carefully consider the above comments in preparing the next draft of the Local
Plan, with particular attention to the level of housing allocated to the most sustainable STV’s such as
Woodbury, and the ability of land shown on the attached to accommodate this growth.
Yours faithfully

Neal Jillings BSc(Hons) MA MRTPI
Associate
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Land at Woodbury

Area : 1753.22 m² (18871.5 ft²)

Area : 1.912 ha (4.723 acres)
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